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...A machine thai slashes
production limes to as little
as 20% of what they
wae, and lowers the cost
per piece accordingly.

But perhaps what
these machines cut
best is jour cost.

And isn't that a great
way to start the

new century?

Imagr·~re._wh'(JI.YOu.,co.uld d~ with,a he\lel~lld
hypoid gear·cuttmg machine wrthfive tunes
tbe surface speed of conventional euuing. ...

performance benefits of the Gleason PHOENlX"
6-axis CNC cuning machine. When equipped
with the advanced new tooling and an
innovative new chip removal system. the
PHOENIX machines raise the productivity, quality

and efficiency of your
gear-cutting
operation to levels

! unimaginable just a
few years .ago....A machine that does

face hobbing and face
milling all gears and
pinions without the use
of coolant. so chips are
d,y and easy to recycle,
parts are clean, and your work
area's dry and safe.

Introducing Power Dry Cuttlng=. a revolutionary
process breakthrough combined with all the

For more information on this
remarkable new technology, including tooling.
machines, and re harpening services, contact:

The Gleason Works. [000 University Ave., Rochester, NY 14692
Phone: 7161473-1,000 Fax: 71614614348 Website: www.g1~~,oom

American Pfauter Limiied Partnership, [3S I WIndsor Rd.. Loves Park, Il,611 I 1
Phone: 81Sfl82-3COO Fax: 8151282-3075 Web site: www.pfauter.oom E-Mail: Sales@pfauter.oom

PfaulCl'-l\Ilaag Cutting Tools limited PW1nership. 135.1WIndsor Rd .• Loves Park.Il, 61 III
Phone: 815/877-8900 fax: 815/877-0264 Website: www.pmct.omn E-Mail: Sales@pmct.oorn
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PCoeasea Hitler ZP'Series

MelilSUlrtng cetllletrs from IKllngeI

suringteclmol'ogy lor tile mJDennium-
aIfordabl·, kK:Iayt

A new level of 3CCUI'8C¥I
3-axis measuring with a full 3-,Dprobing system-

4 millionths resolution.

The ZP range can hand e gears and non-gear
parts even camshafts and crankshafts-.-

up to 40" long and up to 40" diameter.
Easy 3-side loading and unloadinQl.

Ask our competition to do that.

Time-savinQl standard measurinQl cycles
and instant evaluation help you breeze

through inspections. Menu-<lriven operation,
instant response.

,Andl., of eou.l'Se, the, ZP Seri'es,
save_fl'oorspace.

The ,ZP Series. From the IHotier famJIV
,of CNC gear I" s,pection system_.

TIle 'our competition hoped
WIMdd never offer.

Call for a quote today from
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'Tel. 734, 429 '7225
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Now, Grinding.,
Until now, achieving perfect tooth .. d H- I _ • _ the grinding wheeland the honing

~.,.eome.try"inbeticaJg~,.ar.'s can be aln'I, '0', 'n'ln'g. to.o.1" and integrated parts handling
Just as painful as a trip, to the den- I, . ' for gears and shafts ... all, on the same

tMID,:!S,ot.deInl-.tRZ.r,0F.d..•:UthCieng,f;"_,RsetimSh,aaCUhin~r'e',s.fo r,. I'n a ',S,ll n.g-}Ie machine.
, ill . While a completely new rnachming

gear gnnding and tooth honing m a' .' . __conceptj the RZF doesn't break with

~.~; :",e~~~lre"fixtu,.' rlng.e,.,limi.r, Set.Up·'· :~e~~i::;::~~~::~ ~~~~~cle
nated. Excesslve parts handling I accuracy in producing superior, low
slashed, Operator times reduced. noise gear systems. Once again, new
Capital expenditure for two separate technology from Reishauer really
machines gone. givesyou something to smile about

Ideal for large volumes of helical
gears and shafts" the RZF incorpo- I

rates easy-to-use CNCcontrol, a
diamond dressing wheel for both
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very once in a while ometh.ing happen to funda-

mentally change the nature of your bu iness, Despite

th be t of intention and th mo t careful planning.

there's no w,ay we can anticipate every event. What

do yol.l do. for example, when your two b,lgge t competitors

merge, when Ute 'economy collapses in the region lllal, imports

your products or when key employe leave your company?

Your reactions may make the difference between success and

suuggling to survive.

One of tile keysi not to over-react. Overcoming challenges

such as these can make your company tronger, more profitable

or more efficient--bl.ll o.n]y if you appro h Che problemas an
opportunity rather Chana crisi . When things seem to be at their

worst may be 'Wle be t time to reexamine your organization.

Find your strengths and ways to use and exploit them to tum
negative into positive.

In Iloday's economy, big eompanie swallow little ones, and

competing interests form partnerships to gobble up, more mar-

ket share. When these marriages occur between your competi-

tors, it's easy to feellike a bitter spinster. But it's important not

to act like on . Don't be content to be left behind, and don't feel

like if your OI11y course of action. Perhep it's time to look into

new areas of technology. Perhap it' time to concentrate on

what you do be t Perbap it' 'lime to carve out an unexplored

market. niche. The point i ,tit' probably time to do something.

You ju t have to figl!lre out what

Chances are, if yo 1.1 , ve been minding yOlD' busines all.Elllong.

your company probably· n't in b d hape :wyway. You proba-

blyaJready have many of the right people, skills, products or

technologies to bri.ng you through the struggle.

This topic hasn't come to me out. of the blue. We've recent-

[y undergone some changes. of our own at Gear Technology. and

hopefully our reactions to tlJem--and OlD' approach to til prob-

lem-wiU make us tronger i.n the long run.

Many of you have come to know-if not in person, 'Ihrough

her words-s-our depaned senior editor, Nancy Bart Is, who 11 s

recently accepted greater re pon ibility as managing editor III

another publishing com-

pany. OvertlJe past

decade, Nancy ha

become the driving

force behind the content

of Gear Technology. [f

YOll read it. in lItese

p ges, you can be assur-

ed that sbe read it firsi,
Then she haped it, pol-

i hed it and mad it into

a finished product. Thank you, N ::tIley, for your years of hard work.

We'v also :recently snid good-bye to' Ed Mueller. who was

our associate publisher. While many of you probably didn'l gel

to know Ed, he was responsible for decision making, adminis-

tralion and averse ing of our magazine and lwo Web sites. Like

Nancy. Ed left to pursue other opportunities.

Ina relatively small operation such as ours, the loss of a key

employee can be difficult, The loss of two can be crippling. We

wm certainly miss Nancy and Ed and the worle th y did h reo
But within ,every crisis lay 'the seeds of potential. Although the

coincidence of these evenu seemed unfcrtunare, il forced LIS [0

act quickly. ~nsteadl of looking on our situation as a eatastro-

phe, we looked on it as an opportunity to redesign and rebuild

our organizatien,
t.lAVIJUN 19U '1



~ssler
Focusing on
Direct Honing!

Fassler K-300 & K-400
Gear H'oning Machines

Fast, economical hard
gear finishing process
that increases gear life
while reducing or elimi-
nating gear noise.
- Internal or external gears
- Spur, helical, or cluster

gears
With Direct Honing

you can hob, heat.treat,
and hone your gears to
market requirements.

With Universal
Honing it is possible to
Iinish a family of gears
having the same tooth
characteristics with vary-
ing numbers of teeth.

With Combi-Honing
you can rough and finish
on the same machine
with honing stones
mounted in tandem.

'CHA'RACTERlsncs OF IHONE:I) GE.ARJS:
• Increased wear resistance
• IHighsurface finish
• Favorab'le machining marks for noise reduction
• Low surface roughness. g.uarantees.a,permanent oil film

MACHINE FEATIlRES:
'. 5 and 6 CNC controlled axes
• Synchronous drives on the K-400
• CNC control' of lead crowning and taper
• Short setup times -

R·· ,1assler
iFassler Cor,PoratioD
11182, N. Maple IRoad
IGel1mantowfI. WlI53022
Phane; 414-255-0095
FB.x~414-255-9676i
E-Mail: fass~ler@execiPc.com

FiisslerAG
iRingstrasse 20
'CH~8&OO1lDjjbendorli
Switzerland'
Pbone: 011-411-821!-3745
Fax: 0.11-411-820-3906

Fassl,er makes good gears better!
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You may already recognize the name of our new managing

editor, William R. Stott. Some of you may even know him by

"Randy," which is the name be uses when he's not in print.

Randy has been our associate editor since 1994. He comes from

a newspaper and magazine journalism background ami will

continue his efforts to make this publicationthe best possible

information source for the gear industry, [f any of YOIl have

ideas to make Gear Technology better, please give him a can.

Over the years Randy has also taken on the responsibilities of

circulation manager for the magazine and Webmaster of our two.

Web sites. Because of'his involvement in these other areas of our

company, it seemed natural for him also to stepintothe admin-

istrative role that was formerly held by the associate publisher.

In addition to these changes we've added strength from out-

side our organization. Our new associate editor, Charles M.

Cooper, comes to us from the Illinois Pharmacists Association,

where he was managing editor of their bimonthly journal and

monthly newsletter. He will be doing a lot of writing and edit-

ing both for the magazine and our Web sites. He has already

proven to be a valuable.productive member of our staff, and we

hope you '1] join us in welcoming .him to our industry.

The challenge of an unusual coincidence of timing has

forced us to make these changes to our staff. WlUlelhis will

undoubtedly change the personality of the magazine, we want

to assure you that Gear Technology remains committed to

bringing you the best technical information available on the

gear industry. We win continue to bring you both the basics and

the cutting edge technologies, as well as an the news and infor-

marion that helps you do. your job .. It's our goal to. help you

compete more effectively, economically and successfully,

We met the challenge of our difficult situation by looking on

it as a chance to move on. What seemed at first like a. crisis has

turned out to be an opportunity. We restructured and consoli-

dated. We found talent within and brought more from without.

There's no reason why your next crisis shouldn't be treated in

the same way.

Michael Golds n, Ediitor-ill-Chief

P.s. Recently I had the honor of speaking before the AGMA on
the topic a/the Internet and how it can benefit companies in the
gear industry. Many who attended have asked that we publish

this in/ormation, so we will be including this material as an

article in our July/August 1998 issue.
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If you make gears we'll make your day

at the Gear Generation Pavilion
atlMTS98

Only a handful of companies worldwide make the machines that. make gears - but what.
a handful they ar-e'!Come see demonstrations of the newest and best from America, Asia,
and Europe.

They'll how you bobbing, shaping, shaving, skiving, rolling, grinding, lapping, and
-, e -- nt ,- stemsmeasur me __l, y __~_ .

They'll show you ways to increa e productivity and quality, waysto lower your co ts
and ensure your competitiveness as you gear up for the 2Jst century.
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Look for this icon
at the show.
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IF,ax:1·703·749·2743
IF,ax·on·Demand::

1·888·26B·FAX2
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U.S. Mall at address, below
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Intel"llationaI Manufacturing Techno,logyShow" 7901 Westpark Drive, McLean, VA 22102 USA
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r... 1 - Multiple work-
p'-cn cln be clamped in
one letup for improved
prodactlvity.

Rg. Z - Multiple spindle
... chinn can grind dil-
simi .. , c'UIIet gea' !Mm-

..... in one SltUp.

Hard Gear Finishing With
CB,N-B,asic Considerations

Paul Brazda

IJ 'Or over 50 years, grinding has been an
accepted method of choice for improving
me quality of gears and other parts by
correcting heat treat distortions. Gears

with quality levels better than AGMA 10-]] or
DIN 6-7 are hard finished, usually by grinding.
Other applications for grinding include, but are not
limited to. internal/external and spur/helical gear
and spline forms, radius forms, threads and serra-
tions, compressor rotors, gerotors, bail screw
tracks, wonns, linear ball tracks, rotary pistons,
vane pump rotors, vane slots, and pump spindles.

Grinding as discussed in this article is the
process of using abrasive grains for shaping

workpieces into more precise form. A number of
materials can be used for grinding. They include:

• Aluminum oxide (corundum) - for 'soft.or
hardened steel grinding;

• Silicone carbide - for cast iron, nonferrous
metals and nonmetallic materials;

• Diamond - for cemented carbides, glass,
ceramics and hardened tool steels;

• Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) - a. synthetic
superabrasive used for grinding hardened steel
and wear-resistant superalloys .. The cubic shape
of the CBN particles results in grains that have
very pronounced cutting edges. The mechanical
strength of eON is more than double that of
corundum. eRN also has the capacity to with-
stand thermal loads twice as high as those of dia-
mond, These make eBN a good choice for a
grinding abrasive.

Several different types of bonds attachabra-
sive panicles to the grinding wheel.

• Vitrified bond. Uses an inert" glass-like mate-
rial Not affected by grinding fluids or high tem-
peratures generated during normal grinding.
Vitrified wheels are impact-sensitive.

• Resinoid bond, Uses a hlghly flexible ther-
mosetting plastic. Resinoid bonded wheels are
often selected for their high operating speeds.
These wheels have high impact resistance.

• Rubber bond. Gives more flexibility than.
resinoid bonded wheels .

• Metall bond. Used wi.th diamond and eBN
electroplated wheels.

The choice of which bonds to use is Largely
application-dependent and is a function of the
varying degrees of softness in the bonds. Rubber-
bonded wheels are the softest and metal-bonded
the hardest.

Rubber-bonded wheels are useful in cut-off
applications. When they make a cut, their flexi-
bility will leave a very smooth, almost. burr-free
edge. A vitrified or metal bond wheel will roll a
small piece of material over the cut end of the
workpiece, leaving a sharp edge.

Resinoid-bonded wheels are harder than rub-
ber, but softer and more flexible than vitrified
wheels. If the workpiece is of an unknowntype of
metal or if the ground stock varies in thickness.



re inoid-bonded wheels may bea good choice.
Because they are flexible, Ithey will give if they
rut a high OI rough spot OD! the material and will
not shatter like a vitrified wheel. But there i a
trade-off in terms of accuracy. Grinding with
resinoid wheels cannot achieve the same degree
of accuracy as grinding with vitrified wheels.

More than half of the grinding done today is
done with vitrified wheel . They can produce a
Iligbly accurate profile and are used when 8

more accurate form i necessary than can be
achieved with milling, lathing or other machin-
ing. The downsid of using vitrified wheels is
their fragility and the fact that the profiles must
be eire ed often to the de ired form. They are
impact sensitive, [f they are suddenly bumped.
or if they encounteraa ineguJarity in the work-
piece. they can hatter. Thi not only ruins the
wheel. but al 0 ean damage the workpiece and,
conceivably. injure the machine operator,

Metal-bonded CBN wheels are 'the harde t

grLnding wheels, They consist of ,<Ii thin coat of
CBN grit. fixed to a hardened teel wheel. thereby
eliminatimg the breakage problem found with vit-
rified wbeel . They also provide thegrealest
degree of accuracy. Thi i why one of the biggest
customers for CBN wheel. is the aerospace
industry. where the limits ofprofde 'tolerances are
pushed every day. Only CBN wheels can provide
ihe degree of accuracy required in aerospace
Q,uatitygears.

However, there are omer applications lor CBN
wbeels as well. Because mey provide a very sta-
ble profile, th y are very u eful. in mass produc-
tion situations. When several hundred gears of the
same type need to be produced. CBN wheels can
save ignificant amounts of setup' and wheel
dres ing time. A third application for CBN wheels
is for very large gears (say over 50") with many
tee,th. Again. because of their stable profiles.
CBN wheels prevent flli t-to-Iast too Ill. errors and
ave semp and redre sing time.

On the other band. CBN wheel are more
expensive than vi.lIified wbeels. In. prototype pro-
duction. short run or in applications where .high
accuracy is lIlot required. they simply may not be
economical,

Dressable or Nondressable Wbeels
Both types are available and each has its use .

Dresseble grinding wheels are used extensively in
prod'llction grinding, They can be used in . Lan-
dard and specialized grinding machine for both
form and genera ling grinding.

Most of our attention. in this article will be
devoted to nondressable CBN grinding wheels,
Wltil.e dress able C-BN wheels are available, most

a non-dressable, single layer of CBN grains elec-
troplated on a hardened andpr~cision-gmund
steel body. Such grinding wheel mu t be manu-
factured and plated with the required profile
form, since the machine operator may make li.ltle
or no profile form adju tment,

This system i capable of simultaneously
grinding both flanks, the root and. if de ired.
evens tip chamfer. This method improves load.
noise and wear characteristics of the fini hed
gear. It will also produce excellent accuracy and
finish with no truing and dressing for the life of
the wheel

A non-continuous process of fomt grinding
requires the pan. [0 be indexed after each grinding
pass. Achievable metal removal rates depend on
the grain size used, the required pan geometry
accuracy and specified surface integrity,
Improved productivity can be realized by clamp-
itng multiple workpieces in one setup toreduce
the indexing lime req'uUed per part Workpieces
can. be rough and finish grollnd in one setup (Fig,
1). Machines with multiple spindles are able to
grind dis imilnr gear members on duster gears in
one setllp(Fig. 2).

The roughing wheel. is genera'lly designed
u ing coarse CBNgrain for aggre sive grinding.
The finishing wheel is designed 10 meet engi-
neering specifications. Cycle times can be
improved in certain applications by using 3. spe-
cially designed multiple wheel et which rough
and finish. grinds the workpiece at the same time.
An additional advantage of u ingthi wheel set is
in the predetennined control of the stock removal
condition bel ween the roughing and finishing
operations. The design and manufacture of high-
quality CBN wheels capable of meeting or

Fill. 3 - In Coroeillg. CIII-
ting Ilk"pilei wItH tile
crDlUd IX" at .... tool
Ind ttl. workpilci roll
with .Ich ather.

Paul Brazda
is Product Eng/nuTing
Manager oJ Kapp Tech.
Bould~r. CO ..mQnuJacrurt"
of gri,wing systems and
...heet». H.e has ,<:I master J
dl'lIrte from rvUT. Prague,
in Iftl' Czech R~pubfic and
20 year. . experience in
powcr transmission sys·
terns, .i/lduding gl'o, form
grinding whl'l!'l desigr: and
development.
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exceeding AGMA class 13 profile tolerance
requires a high level of engineering and manufac-
turing expertise.

Fig. 4 - II vlriety of CBN
gri.illl wheels.

Coroning®*

Coroning is a newly developed gear finishing
proce that use tile arne principle as traditional.
gear honing, but has . orne special features. The

tool used in this operation is all internal gear with
a hardened body, electroplated with a single layer

of diamond. Coroning is a two- tep process
where roughing and finishing tools are used. Its
cutting ability arises from the crossed axes of the
tool and workpiece rolling with each other (Fig.
3). This. process creates a superb surface finish

structure with the grinding trace parallel to the
rolling direction of the gear, which improves it
performance. (Note that traditional form grinding

creates grinding traces which are perpendicular to
the rolling direction of the gear.) Another charac-
teristic of Itrn process is a relatively low cutting
speed, which minimizes the thermal effect of gen-
eration of residual stresses.

Coroning is a highly productive, continuous
grinding process which distributes the load of
material grinding over a larger area of grains.

This proce s has particular advantages forlliglt
volume transmission gears and for producing
parts with large numbers of teeth. Noncontinuous

form grinding cannot achieve tae short. cycle
times of Coroning, Some gears which normally
cannot be :fO'rrnground due to limitations caused
by adjacent shoulders or related design restric-
tions can beproduced by the Coroniog process.

MetaUurgica] e()nside~ations
Certain measures must betaken in order to'

ensure optimum. grinding results w.ith respect to
the structural condiuon of the workpiece. IT the
grinding process uses incorrect machining para-

meters.there is a danger that a thermally induced
12 GeAR TECHNOLOGV

modification of the workpiece surface can take
place locally. This is called "grinding bum." lithe
heating process exceeds the tempering tempera-
ture, a "tempered zone" is produced. If it exceeds

the austemtizing temperature, a "rehardened
zone" is produced.

Parameter ·that may lead to a thermally
induced modification of a workpiece indud .

1. Exce sive feed rate during the grinding
process;

2. Excessive infeed (or grinding depth) as a
re ult of

• Errors in the preliminary machining of the
workpiece, causing uneven distribution of the
grinding allowance:

• Hardening di tortions resulting from !.he
heat treatment process:

• Pos.itioning errors of the ground profile with
respect to. the workpiece clamping device:

• Alignm nt error of the ground profile rela-
tive to the position of the grinding wheel.

The excellent heat conductivity of CBN pro-

duces a cool grinding action, thus reducing the
danger of lihermaJly induced pari modifications.

In spite of thi •grinding bums can occur when the

parameter of the grinding process are exaggerar-
ed or when the CBN grains are si.gnificantly worn
out. To prevent this, some notion of just how
aggres ively one can grind i.1l a particular situa-
tion needs to be arrived at

NonnaUzed. Removal Rare·
Per Un.it or Tlime---Q

This, parameter is at function of the machine,
(he wheel, the grit size, and the feeds and speed

used. The grinding must take place at a reason-
able depthand speed that at the arne time will
not produce thermalchanges; i.e., grinding bum .
Kapp uses the term Q....to express this limit. This
value refers to the volume of materia] removed
(mml) per unit of time ( econds), based on the

grinding wheel width :in millimeters. The dimen-
sion is. therefore, expressed as mm3/sec/mm.

Q", can be obtained by calculating the product
of feed rate lind infeed. As the number of work-

pieces ground w.ith an electroplated CRN grind-
ing wheel increases, the abrasive grains (CBN
crystals) become dull •.whereupon the permis iole
values for Q.. decrease as well,

Other grindjng wheel manufacturers may use
other terms to describe !his parameter. If this infor-
malion i unavailable from tile grinding wheel
provider, th u er has to arrive at some notion of
what these grinding limits are on his own.

Grinding Fluids
The grinding fluid is probably the most over-

looked (actor in optimizing a grinding wheel's
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performance. The type of fluid and its application
are very important for the success of a grinding
wheel's performance. Most production operations
use some type of grinding fluid in order to
increase the grinding wheel life and improve the
quality of the ground part. These fluids contain a
blend of ingredients which inhibit corrosion and
extend fluid life despite very adverse conditions.
Some of the grinding fluid functions are to

• Lubricate the grinding zone;
• Reduce the frictional heat;
• Cool the grinding wheel and workpiece to

eliminate the danger of a grinding bum;
• Remove the chips from the grinding zone;
• Clean the grinding wheel surface to allow

higher material removal rates.
CBN grinding wheels provide the most out-

standing performance when used with waterless
lubricating fluids. Such fluids reduce the chemi-
cal decomposition associated with CBN and high
temperature steam. The formation of an oxide
(B203) on the surface of a CBN particle creates a
protective layer to deter further oxidation.
However, this oxide layer is soluble in high tem-
perature water and can allow further oxidation of
the CBN particles. These reactions can cause
accelerated breakdown of the CBN abrasive par-
ticles and shorten the grinding wheel life. The use
of oil-based grinding fluids minimizes this effect.

Generation of Residual Stresses
While the grinding grains are applying pres-

sure on the surface of the workpiece during its
movement, tensile stresses are introduced under
the surface. Chips are literally pulled away from
the surface of the gear. When the tensile stress
reaches the yielding point, plastic deformation
will develop, reducing the level of tensile stress.
After rapid unloading, plastic deformation turns
into compressive stress in the direction of grind-
ing and also perpendicular to it. The surface
"snaps back." Simultaneously with this mechani-
cal generation of stress, a thermal generation
takes place that produces tensile stress. Whenever
residual stresses are discussed, the term includes
the sum of the two generating mechanisms and
their impact on the ground surface. In order to
improve the properties of the gear, these stresses
should be of a compressive nature.

CBN as a cutting material produces higher
residual stresses at the surface than aluminum
oxide. The reason for this phenomenon is the
thermal conductivity of CBN, which is approxi-
mately 40 times higher than that of aluminum
oxide. This reduces the thermal load of the
ground zone because a bigger portion of heat can
be transferred out through the wheel body and

particles of removed material. An additional
effect arises from the greater protrusion of elec-
troplated grain particles, which supports the free
cutting ability of CBN and allows more coolant to
be transported through the contact zone. The
result of grinding wheel wear of both CBN and
aluminum oxide is the loss of sharpness or cutting
ability of the individual grain particles. There-
fore, a greater amount of heat is generated in the
process. However, the electroplated CBN wheels
at the end of their useful lives still produce high-
er compressive residual stresses than a newly
dressed aluminum oxide wheel. The CBN wheel
can be economically replated many times, pro-
viding consistent and repeatable form.

Conclusion
Current trends and future demands for grind-

ing technology are to produce power transmis-
sions that have

• Improved energy efficiency,
• Higher power capacity,
• Lower weight and volume,
• Lower noise levels generated by gear mesh,
• Lower cost,
• Extended life.
Such goals can be achieved only through the

higher overall system accuracy and improved
quality of material. Research and development of
grinding technology have to address these
demands. CBN electroplated grinding tools have
the best potential to reach these demands.

Gear designers are developing sophisticated
and complex modifications of profile and lead in
order to eliminate the vibrations and noise gener-
ated by the gear train. In addition to the geomet-
rical requirements, it is necessary to develop the
shortest possible grinding times for economic
reasons. Close coorperation between gear design-
ers and grinding process designers is therefore
essential to the successful production of CBN-
ground gears. 0

*Coroning® is a registered trademark of Kapp
GmbH Werkzeugmachinenfabrik, Coburg,
Germany.

Tell Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or useful,
please circle 200.

For more information about Kapp Co., please cir-
cle 201.
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New Guidelines For
Wind Turbine Gearboxes

Introduction
The wind turbine industry has been

plagued with gearbox failures, which
cause repair costs, legal expenses, lost
energy production and environmental
pollution.

A wind turbine gearbox has failed if it:
• Jams and stops rotating;
• Breaks and allows the rotor to turn

without turning the generator;
• Exceeds allowable sound level or

vibration limits;
• Has excessive oil leakage;
• Requires excessive maintenance.
Failed gears, shafts, keys, bearings

and housings have caused jamming or
breaking. Bending fatigue is usually the
ultimate failure mode when gearboxes
jam or break. However, bending fatigue
is often a secondary failure mode initiat-
ed by other failure modes such as macro-
pitting or scuffing. Some wind turbines
have been destroyed when gearboxes
broke and allowed rotors to overs peed.

Strict sound regulations in the
United States and Europe require shut-
down of noisy turbines because failed
gears or bearings cause excessive sound
or vibration.

Failed shafts, seals and housings
cause excessive oil leakage and, in some
cases, loss of lubricant and gearbox fail-
ure. Less severe leakage increases main-
tenance and costs. Soil contamination
requires costly cleanup.

Three years ago, a group of individu-
als dedicated to wind power recognized
that many gearbox failures were due to a
lack of understanding of the severity of
the wind turbine operating environment.
They sought to define this environment

and improve communication between
gear and wind turbine manufacturers so
reliable gearboxes could be obtained.

Therefore, the American Gear Manu-
facturers Association (AGMA) and the
American Wind Energy Association
(AWEA) formed a committee of wind
turbine manufacturers and operators,
researchers, consultants and gear and
lubricant manufacturers.

The committee developed AGMAI
AWEA 921-A97, "Recommended Prac-
tices for Design and Specification of
Gearboxes for Wind Turbine Generator
Systems." The document reflects the lat-
est knowledge about wind loads and fail-
ures, plus the insights of gear and wind
turbine manufacturers and operators. It
describes wind turbine configurations,
operating conditions and environmental
factors that affect gearbox life. It offers
guidelines for defining wind loads and
specifying gears, bearings, operation and
maintenance. All of these guidelines
focus on one goal: ensuring reliable wind
turbine gearboxes.

Wind Thrbine Configuration
and Operation

Two wind turbines with the same gen-
erator can experience extremely different
gearbox loads. A good control system
maximizes energy capture and minimizes
structural loads. AGMA/AWEA 921
describes common wind turbines and the
significance of their architecture and
operation on gearbox loads.

Rotors can be horizontal, as in a
HAWT (horizontal-axis wind turbine); or
vertical, as in a vertical-axis wind turbine
(VAWT). Some HAWTs are integrated
systems where the gearbox supports the

Turbine at the National Wind Technology Center,
Boulder. CO.

rotor and, in some cases, the generator and
other components such as yaw drives.
With this configuration, the gearbox hous-
ing must transmit rotor loads to the sup-
porting tower without incurring excessive
stresses or deflections. Integrated systems
require detailed communication between
the wind turbine designer and gear manu-
facturer to properly design interfaces.

Robert Errichello
is the principal of GEARTECH, a
gear consulting firm in Townsend,
MT He is a member of AGMA,
ASME and a licensed professional
engineer in the State of California.
He is also one of Gear
Technology's technical editors.

Brian McNiff
is president of McNiff Light
Industry of Blue Hill, ME, a com-
pany providing wind turbine testing
and analysis services.
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By contrast, a modular system eon-
sists ofa rotor, rotor support. shaft: and
bearings, gearbox. and generator, each
mounted to a common support plate. In
this case, the gearbox doesn't need 110

support external loads.
Rotor torque is co.ntrol1ed by adjusting

blade pitch (active control) or by .aerody-
namic stall (passive control). Active con-

trol increases gearbox complexity because,
in many cases, the mechanical, electrical. or

hydraulic centrol passes through a bollow
gearbox shaft to blade acmaters, Pas ive
control is simpler, but creates higher peak
torques than active oontrol.

Environmental Considerations
Wind turbines must withstand aggres-

sive environments ranging from hot, dusty
deserts tocold, wet marine environments.

Temperatures can vary widely" which
affects lubrication. The oil SUID-p tempera-
ture should be at least .soC above the lubri-

THE PU Dr
COR.. ORAT.O

586 Hi/liard Sf1eet P.O.Box 1898, Manchester, CT06045-1898
Telephone: 860 649~ • ,Fax:860 645-6293

Home Rage: http:lANww.purdytransm;sslons.,com
E-Mail: sales@lJurdyttansmissions.com
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cant pour point during start-up and les
than 9.5"C during, operation. Otherwise,
heaters or coolers may be necessary.

All sites require rugh-capacity, filtered
breathers and positive shaft seals to control
contamination. Desiccant Drealhers mini-
mize water contamination, Protective coat-
ings help' prevent corm ion.

Defining Gearbox Loads
Many early wind turbine gearboxe

failed because designers were uncertain
of loads such as:

• Long periods of small oscillation
when 'the brake stop_llIe high-speed
slilaft, and the wind buffets the roter:

• Long periods of low speed and light
[cads during light winds;

• Long periods of high speed and light
loads when winds are below cut-in speed;

• High tran ient loads when thegener-
ator connects to Ibepowergrid;

• Rapid load fluctuations during nor-
mal operation;.

• High transient and impact loads dur-
ingbraking ..

Defining load spectra for these eondi-
tions is difficult due to the u:llcertalnty of
predicting I.cads. However, experience
bas made predictions more reliable.
AGMAJAWEA 921l:elli how to assem-
ble load' pectra that. include both. wind
loads and tim ient loads, such as: tan-up
synchronization, rapid blade p.itell. a nia-
tion of bladecontrol surfacesaad bralting.

Until recently, wind turbines were not
classified accor1iing to their capabilitie .
However; '!:he International Eleceoteeb-
meal Commission's IEC 1400 initiative
bas established four classes based on
wind severity. A Class 1 wind turbine, for
example, can. operate in the most severe
conditions. with an average wind speed
of 10 mis, an extreme wind speed of 50
m/s and .high turbulence intensity ..

Specifying Gearbox. Components
Experience bas shown which gearbox

components. perform best in wind turbines.
The t:oUowing material . ummarizes rec-
ommendations for gears, bearings and
lubrication systems.

Gears. Wind turbine gears are sub-
jectedto wind roads that vary from light
to very heavy (wind gusts). Carburized,

hardened and ground gears have proven
retiableunder widely varying loa ' .

mailto:sales@lJurdyttansmissions.com
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Induction-hardened gears were tried.

but lacked toad capacity because of inade-
quate accuracy. Carburizedand ground
gears are me best choice because they have
me necessary load capacity and accuracy,

Nitricling is not appropnate for exter-
nal gears for wind turbines because it ha
poor resistance to overloads, It. has been
succe sful for annulus gears.

Through-hardened gears do not have
sufficient load capacity because of their
relatively low hardness. hl addition.
when run with carburizedpinions, they
promote polishiog wear.

Metallurgical quality should meet
requirements for Grade 2 material in.
accordance with ANSIIAGMA 2001-C9S.

Gear teeth should be designed to max-
imize load capacity as explained in
AGMA 901-A92, For example •

• Use at least 20 teeth on pinions to
achieve good balance between pilti~g
resistance. bending strength and scuffing
resistance;

• Because wind tUIbine gearboxes are
speed increa ers, design profile shrift for
balanced specific sliding;

··1b achieve uniform gear tooth load
distribution. lise a low aspect ratio (pin-
ion face wi.dth to diameter ratio) and
modify profiles and helices to compen-
sate for deflections and manufacturiag
variations;

• To obtain quiet operation. use gears
with trig!! contact ratios and higb accura-
cy (AGMA 'Quality No. 11 or higher),

Preferred gear types tor w:ind turbines
are spur, helical and double helical,

Helical gears are Quieter than spur
gears and have more load capacity.
Double helical gears may balance thrust
loads; however. they require high accura-
cy to control dynamic loads, and shaft
couplings must be designedaad applied
to limit external thrust loads.

Spur gears are often used in epicyclic
gearboxes because tbey avoid the tenden-
cy 'of some helical gears tornisalign plan-
et gears and interfere with floating sun
gears. A combination of spur gears in the
low-speed epicyclic stages and helical
gears in the bigh-speed stage provide a
compact. quiet gearbox.

As power increases, there are incen-
tives to use epicyclic, split-power-path or

bybrid gear arrangements to meet.
capacity while limiting size and weight.

Bearings, Severe vibration in wind tur-
bines precludes standard industrial prac-
tice for fitting bearing outer races and
housing bore . Vibration may cause outer
race to spin within their bore , can ing
wear that misaligns gears, generates wear
debris, damages gears and bearings and

steel sliding between aliter races and the
housing cause scuffing and severe wear.
Damage may be less in cast iron hou ings
because dissimilar materials are less likely
to scuff. Nevertheless, for reliable wind
turbine service, bearing fits must be tight.
or races must. be mectumicaJJy re trained
from spinning.

Preferred bearingtypes for wind tur-
bine gearboxes are spherical .roller.
tapered roller. double-row, cylindrical

pr-'cisiun t:h·raugh dia,rn,onld
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roller with retainer, and ball.

U e single-row. tapered roller bear-
ings only if end play is held within
acceptable limits under all loads and
operating conditions. Otherwise, exces-
sive end play misaligns gears and may
cause gear and bearing failures. Measure
end play ill situ so all factors affecting
end play, including load deformations
and thermal growths, are accounted for.

Full-complement, cylindrical roller

bearings offer high load capacity.
However, rollers have counterformal con-
tact and opposed sliding that disrupt the
lubricant film, allow steel-on-steel contact,
create friction and make rollers prone to
scuffing. Therefore, use these bearings
only 011 low-speed shafts where sliding
speeds are low enough to avoid scuffing,

Wind turbines frequently rotate at full
speed under light loads. Under these con-
ditions. bearing loads may be insufficient

NC Tool Grirder
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to maintain rolling contact between
rolling elements and raceway . A a
result, skidding. overheating and cuffing
may cause bearings to fail. Tile highest
risk occurs 011 high-speed sll3flS wi th
four-point or angular contact ball bear-
ings. Therefore. specify preload if neces-
sary to prevent skidding.

Wind turbines with high-speed shaft
brakes subject a gearbox to reversing
loads during a brake stop. Therefore,
minimize bearing end play to reduce
impact loads on bearings caused by
reversing thrust loads from helical gears.

Other tips:
• Equip bearings with bronze retain-

ers. Plastic retainers are susceppble to
contamination by hard particles that
abrade rolling elements.

• For shaft-mounted gearboxes. mini-
mize radial clearance of low-speed bear-
ings to avoid misaligning the low-speed
gear mesh. Modify the helix of the low-
speed pinion or gear to compen ale for
misalignment.

• Except for epicyclic gearboxes,
where the sun pinion has no bearings.
mount all pinions between bearings.
Don't use overhung pinions; they may
cause gear misalignment and high bear-
ing loads.

Lubrication
Micropitting, rnacropitring, adhesion

scuffing. abrasion and other lubrication-
related failures are widespread in wind
turbine gearboxes. To avoid uch fail-
ures, the lubrication system should pro-
vide an adequate amount of cool, clean
and dry lubricant to gear and bearings.

Pressure-fed system should have a
filrer to clean tile oil and can have a heal
exchanger to cool the oil,

Maintenance and condition mo.nitoring
should be considered at the design stage.

Many factors need to be considered
when selecting a lubricant, including vis-
cosity. viscosity index, pour point. addi-
tives. rnicropiuing resistance, scuffing
resistance and.cost. There are debates on
the relative advantages of synthetic vs,
mineral oils, especially regarding micro-
p:itting resistance, Operators have learned
that experiments are required to find
acceptable lubricants,

Wind turbine gears have relatively

mailto:sales@csaw.com
http://www.csaw.com
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To compare competing gearbox

designs. AGMN AWEA 921. recommends

these standards for rati~g the components:

• Gearbox: ANSIJA:GMA 600 1, ANSI!
AGMA 6010 or ANSIIAGMA 6023.

• Gears: ANSliAGMA 2001,
• Bearings: ANSIJAFBMA 11.
•.Shafts and keys: ANSI! AGMA 6001,
Plans beuld clearly define all accep-

tance criteria before manufacturing starts.
After awarding the contract. the purchas-

low pitch line velocity (typically W-IO
mis) and high loads (contact stress over

1400 MPa). These conditions require
synthetic or mineral. gear oil. with antis-
cuff additives and the highest practical
viscosity (at least [SO VG 320). Too row
a viscesity causes micropirting, macro-

pitting. adhesive wear and scutfiag.
Micropitting is prevalent in wind tUI-

bine gearboxes. Though it does not
always lead to catastrophic failure, it
generally reduces gear tooth accuracy.

increases noise and can progre s to full-

scale macropitting and gear failure.
To prevent micropitting. maximize

specific film thicknes by using gears
with smooth tooth surfaces and an. ade-
quate amount of cool. clean and dry
lu.brica:l1t of the highest viscosity pennis-
sible, You may need to experiment w.ith

different lubricants to find one with ade-
quate rnicropiuing resistance. FVA Pro-

ject Number 54 0) is a standardized lest
for rnicropitting resistance of lubricants.

A rea-stage pass is minimum acceptable
performance,

Running-in gears under controlled

loads reduces tooth surface roughness and
risks of micropitting and scuffing, How-

ever, manufacturers and purchasers dis-
agree on who should perform this task,
Gear manufacturers are reluctant 10 run-in

gears because their test facilities are limit-
ed; and purchasers are reluctant because
Lhey can', always control loads. Therefore.

run-in must be negotiated between the gear
manufacturer and the purchaser,

QuaUty Assurance
The purchaser should write .<"1 procure-

ment specificarion for wind turbine gear-
boxes that fuUy describe.slhe application.
load spectrum and minimum requirements
for design. manuJactwlng. qualiry assur-
ance, tesling and gearbox perfonnance.

The gear manufacturer should prepare
plans for quality assurance. inspections
and tests.

The purchaser hould ccnfirm thai the
gear manufacturer understands all require-
ments of the procurement pecificatinn
before awardjng the contract. Criteria for

judging gear manufacturer competence

are design review meetings. evaluations of
manufacturing and QA plans and visits to
manufacturing facilities.

er should audit manufacturing, inspection
and testing for conformance to the pro-
curement specification.

Prototype gearboxes should be quali-
fied before full-scale production begins.
Prototype gearboxes should not be manu-
factured until the purchaser approves all.
elements of first-article jnspcctions and

tests. After prototypes have met the
requirements. of the procurement spccifi-

cation, and manufacturing plans are

pection
Since 1936 ITW has provided the gear industry
with gear inspection devices. Put your trust in

the people who invented the process.

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
• Manual double flank testers for coarse pitch,
• Manual double flank testers for fine pitch,
• Computerized double flank testers for

coarse pitch,
• Computerized double flank testers

for fine pitch.
• Dimension over pins or balls,
• Automatic in-line g.auges,

Model 2275·DOP
DunenSJOIl over

PIns Or Balls

No matter what the application; coarse
pitch, fine pitch, externals, internals.

shafts, metal or plastic - we look
forward to working with you.
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sound, the transition to production hould
be straightforward.

Operation and Maintenance
The gear manufacturer, lubricant up-

plier and purchaser should establishplans
for start-up, operation and maintenance
before gearboxes are placed in service.
Gearboxes should be run-in under con-
trolled loads to reduce the ri k of scuffing
and mlcropitting and prolong gear and
bearing lives.

Regulargearbox inspections should be
done at run-in and at specified intervals.
AGMN AWEA 9021 gives gu:idelines for
on-site monitoring and laboratory analyses

of lubrica_nts for viscosity, water content,
add number, solid contaminants and addi-
live depletion. It also describes methods
for monitoring vibration and temperature.

Safety is a major concern for wind tur-
bine operators because of the ri k of
falling, being trapped in rotating compo-
nents orbeing injured while maneuvering
in restricted spaces. Gearboxes should
have all adequate number of steps, hand-
holds and lanyard hook points. Housings
should have rounded comers, and aU
exposed rotating components should
have safety guards. Because access is dif-
ficult and work: space is limited, design
the gearbox toea e maintenance ..0

References:
L FVA·Lnformation Sheet, "Micropining,"

o. 54n, July, 1993. Porschungsvereinigung
Aatricbstechnik e.V., Lyoner Strasse 18, D·
60428. Frankfurt/Main. Germany,
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AGMA and ISOI
Accuracy Standards

RobadlE. Smith

Background
The American Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA) is

accredited by the American Nationall Standards mnstirute (ANSn
to write all U.S. standards on gearing, However. in response to
the growing interest in a globall markelpiace. AGMA became
involxed wilh the International Standard Organization (ISO)
several years ago, first as an observer inlbe late 1.'9705and then
as a pan:icipant,staning in the early 19805. In 1993. AGMA
became Secretariat (or adrnini trator) for Technical Comminee
60 of ISO, which administers [SO gear tandards development.

180 Organization
ISO has over 2] 5 technical comminees, with members from

over 75 nations. Technicall Committee 60 rfC6I), has several
working group (WGs) as igned to different standarils, ' uch as
gear ,accuracy ,gear ratings, nomenclalllre. etc. 1be gear accura-
cy standards were developed by WG 2. In addition to TC 60
and WG 2. AGMA convenes (chairs) about 20% of the working
grou'ps in TC 60.

I' 0 Accuracy Standards
The pre-existing mso standard for gear accuracy is known as

B28-1975. Thisis a ingIe document, covering alii aspects of
cylindrical gear ,accu.racy.

The new tandard has been plil into several documents;
tangential tolerance • radial. tolerance , and several informa-
ILiOD beets, The first. two. 1328·l and 1328:-2, are tandards,
and the infonnation heets are known as Technical Reports
(TRs.). All have been approved by member nation • and most
are currently in print

The new docum nt ,areknoWil as:
1. ISO 1328-.1. Cylindrical Gears-ISO System of

Accuracy. Part 1: DejinitiolY and' AHowable Values of
Deviations Relevant 10 Co"esponding Flanks of Gear Teeth.
Thi tandard deal . with pitcb variations (single and cumula-
tive). profile (involute), helix (lead) and tangential composite
variation ( ingle Hank).

2 .. IS0 132B-2 .. Cylindr.ical Gears-ISO System of
Accuracy . Part 2: De/inilions and Allowable Values of
Deviations Relevant to Radial Composite Deviations and
Runout Tll/omIDtion. Thi tandard deals with radial compos-
itevariation (double flank) and radial runoui.

3. ISO TR /0064-1. Cylindrical Gears-Code of
Inspection Practice. Part 1: Inspection of Correspondl'ng
Flanks oj 'Gear Teeth. This Technical Report deals with
methods of mea uremem and interpretation of data relative
to ]328 Part L

4. ISO TR 10064-2'. Cylindrical Gears-Code of tnspection
Practice. Part 2: Inspection Related 10' Radia! Compo it,e

Deviations. Runou!. Tooth Thickness and Backla,~h. This
Technical Report deals with the methods of measurement and
interpretation of dala relative to 1328-2. It also covers roach
thicknes and backla h.

5..ISO TR /0064-3. Cylindrical Gear. - ode u/.1nspec.tion
Practice. Pan 3: Recommendauons Relative to Gear Blanks.
Shaft Center Distance and Parallelism of Axes.

6. ISO TR 10064-4. Cylilldrical Gears- ode oj.ln.fpection
Practice. Pari 4: Recommendations Relative to Surface
Te lure and Tooth Contact Patl'em Checking.

AG.MA 10 ISO DUTellences
The current accuracy standard for cylindrical gears in

AGMA is ANSUAGMA 2000-A88. This was issued ill 1988
and u ed the arne tolerances as the previous AGMA 390.03
standard. Some of the notable differences between the
AGMA and ISO standards IilIC the e:

1. Numbering System. TII.e AGMA ySlem of numbering
:for different classe of quality is from Q3 through Q IS" ill
order of increasing precision, I'll other words, the higher the
number. the higher the quality of accuracy (smaller toler-
ance). The mso 'i tern i just the oPPO ite, It consi IS of [3

accuracy grades of which 0 isthe smallest tolerance and grade
12 i 'the lowe t accuracy or large I tolerance. A word of eau-
tIon: When specifying an ISO accuracy class, one must peei-
t'y per .ISO [328 Part [ or 2 with it date 1.996 or 1997,
respectively, The tolerance specified ill these new replace-
ment tandards are different from the ones specified in ll1eol'd
ISO 1328-1975 for the same class numbers.

It is impo ible to define direct comparison between any
AGMA and ISO accuracy grade. For example. one might find
the ame~olerance for one parameter, uch as pitch variation.
at a given module and diameter. Yet the relerance will be dif-
ferent at other module or diameters for the sarne class. A rule
of thumb that can be used with caution is to ubtract an

:Ir-------------------------------~.~-=:~I
F-----------...l .

e 2,S II------~~=-~=.=l,-:-:;-::-:;-~-~===.....---,;:;;;;II
~2Jl c.?"
~ ISI~-~~~~------------~~~~~~--------~I.~ -/ -ISO 1328-1HelJcal.7
~IOI~I--------------~AN~S~U~AG~M~A~·~~~~A~818~H~.I~IC~.II~.O~IO~1
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A'GMA or ISO class number from n to find the correspond-
ing classin the other sy tern. This should only be used to get

the mind thlnking in a similar raflge of accuracy, not a specif-
ic class. For example, think of AGMA classes in different

ranges of overall quality: 1) Low - '03 to Q7, cast, molded,
some cut; 2) Medium - '08 to Q9" most cut; 3) High - '010
to 'OIL shaved and honed; 4) Precision - QI2 to Q15.
ground. The above statement should be taken only in general

terms. The "Rule of J 7" ' hould also be used in these gen ral
term only.

2. Fermet or Standards. ~n an AGMA or ANSI doeumem,
the tandard portion is a legally binding requirement. Any1hing
that appears in an appendix or annex is for information only

and i not legally binding. lin ISO documents, a tandard such
as ISO 1328-1 has three categories of information. The main
body of the standard is legally binding the same way a in.

AGMA However. there are two types of annexes: Inforrnative
and normative. An informative annex is for information only

and is not legally binding. A normative annex can contain

requirements. Deb as toleraaee • that can become binding if the
methods or parameters within the annex are specified.

AGMA also i sues information heets, The Technical

Reports associated with 'the 1328. Parts I and.2 tandards are
called Type 3 and might be considered more like AGMA

information sheets.
3. Tables 'lis. Formulas. AGMA 2000 A-8& uses formulas

for the basis of tolerances. These tolerances arc then based 011 a
continuous curve. Tables of tolerances areiacluded only asa
convenience for the shop users. The tolerances in ISO ]328-1
are based on the table. rather than a formula, Porrrmlas are

included, but are based on ranges of modules (In). diameters (d)
and face width (b), as shown in the tables. When applying '!he
formulas. the given parameters m, d and b are to be introduced
as ilie geometric mean value of tile relevant range limits and
not the actua] values. If, for example, the actual. module I 7. '111.

range limits are In, = 6 and m = 10, and the a1Jowable deviatioll
are calculated with m = (6 '. 10)0.5 = 7.746. This causes all
unusual looking graph of toleranoes with steps in it. (See Fig. I).
This also causes some unusual circumstances, where a minute
change in diameter or module can cause a big change in toler-
ance if the change moves the example gear into the next step.

4. Runout and AcrnmuJa.ted (Total Cumulative) Pilch.
AGMA 2000 A-SS uses pitch variation and radial runout for

the control of the shan and long tC.1llI accuracy of the placement
of teeth wound a gear. Pitch variation is a tangential measure-

ment, and runout i a radial, measurement. ISO 1328-1 uses sin-
glepitch variation and total cumulative pitch variation. Both of
these parameters are tangential in nature. Radial runout has

been relegated to an informative annex in 1328-2. In the
author's opinion, the ISO approach is better. Gears function
tangentially, not radially. Also, after a gear has had a sub e-
quent finishing operation. such as shaving, or with some meth-

ods of grinding, rollOut can be a very deceiving parameter of
gear quality or accuracy. The finishing operation can reduce
runout loa minimum, yet still leave a significant amount of
accumulated pitch variation. (See AlGMA Technical Paper 95-
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Fig. 2 - GMA "K." Cbart method! of prome ,evaluation.

fig..3 -ISO Total •.Form WId Slope meUlOds of evaluation,

FTM 1 by R. E. Smith, etal .• "Detection of Hidden Runout,"
for further details on this subjeet.)

5. "K" Cbarts \IS. Slope, Form and Total, AGMA 2000
A-88 uses the familiar "K" charts for the evaluation of involute
and. tooth alignment (lead) data (see Fig. 2). ISO 1328-1 uses a
rectangular tolerance zone in the main body of the standard for
"total" deviation, However, an informative annex uses "slope"
and "form." The problem with AGMA UK" charts and the rec-
tangular tolerance zone of [SO is that. they are like "go/no go"
gages. They are not useful for today' tatistical proee s control
techniques. Also" the zones are wide enough to allow for the
effects of runout on the profile or lead 'errors. For this reason.
they are not very discriminating as far as determining the real
involute or lead errors, independent of runoui, The technique
described in ISO B2S-l allows the determination of slope and
form deviations. These are useful for the determmation of fac-
tors that have an influence all functional characteristic of t.l!le
gear . For example, slope and mean slope are useful for the
.24, GEA'R TECI-NOLOGY
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control of noiseexcited by gears.
The method of determining slope and form is described ill

ISO ]328-1, Mel the suggested tolerances are listed in an infor-
mative annex of the standard. For unmodified tooth forms,
they are determined by using a Ieass-squares-straight-line fit to
tIileactual trace within a specified evaluation zone ( ee Fig. 3).
The slope deviation (fHa) is the slope of the least square line.
The form deviation (ira) i the bandwidth oflhe irregularities
of the trace around the slope line. The total is Fa: lI:f the ,tooth is
it modified tooth form, other techniques for the best fit line are
used. See ISO 1328-1 for a more detailed description.

6. Comparative Lead Tolerances. Tooth alignment (lead)
is a very important parameter relative to life on highly loaded
gears. For large diameter, higher: accuracy gears, ISO i ,more
restrictive on allowable lead tolerances. [n addltlon, lead (or
helix) tolerances are specified in the transverse plane in ISO
1328-t, wh:ile AGMA 2000 A-8S specifies them normal to the
helix. Both are given in the base tangent plane.

Adopdon of ISO Standards in the U.S.
Where do we go as far as adoption of .150 gear accuracy

tandards? The A'GMA Inspection and Handbook Comm:ittee
is now addressing that question, It is currently working on a
bevel gear accuracy standard. Thisis AGMA 2009 AXX.
Even though ISO bas no bevel. gear tolerance standards, the
AcGMA comminee has endeavored to follow [SO practice for
cylindrical gear as much as possible. So far. this practice has
not mel. with complete agreement. The committee is now
starting to rewrite AGMA 2000-A88. Again. the concept is to
try to use ISO as much as po sible.

Both ISO and AlGMA are consensus standards, This means
thai. they are arrived at by consensus of a large number of par-
ticipant ..This doesn't mean (hat everyone agrees wIth every-
thing that results, For example. the AGMA committee feels
that 'the ISO standard is too restrictive with some tolerances in
the ve.ry small diameter or fine pitch region. The current feel-
ing is that. the tolerances are not relevant to current capabili-
ties or practice. At this time. the outcome of this di agreement
is not known. As far as the rewrite of AGMA 2000-A88,the
work is just beginning. Whether AGMA decides to adopt ISO
or a. modified version of it remains to be seen.

Comm.ittee Participation
If anyone has trong feeling:s about standards issue. he Of

she should participate in their development. Everyone should
fee] free to get IDS interest on the table for consideration. It is
also a great learning experience to participate on such commit-
tees. For further :inf'onnation. can AGMA Headquarters, 703-
684-02] 1. ann, Bm Bradley. 0

Robert Eo.S'mith is the principal ill R. E. Smith & Co.• gear consultants
of Rochester. NY, and OM O'f Gear Technology's technical editors. He has
ovtr40)'ear~' of experience in gean'lIg and is the author of numerous papers
and articles. fie is also very act/lie in AGMA standards developmen;
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Relshauer R.Z300E fully 'Electronic Gear
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Sp'iJall ,&Straight Bevell Gear Manufacturing.
Commercial to' aircraft quality gearing.

Spur, helicall, :s,plii:nedshafts. internal ,I: 'external.
shaved & groundl1gears. Spirallbevel'grinding.

Mil-I-45208- Mil'-STD-45662, SPC MITSUBISHI TO DISTRIBUTE INNOVATIVE
HEAT TREAT TECHNOLOGiY

'. ... . _... Mitsubishi International hasannoun-ced that it has reached

MJDWESTGW· .IIIIJ, ·WE~ ._.'C.DN.iA~. : agreement with UK-based CoreFlux Systems to act as exclusive
I TOOL INC. CR_AIGIll. ROSS worldwide distributor of CoreFlux's Magnetic Field Technology.

26089 Groesbeck. Hwy. (810) 776·7580 This patented process through-heats metal components up to
Warren, MI480B9 FAX (810) 776-2322... ""!"!'!"!''!''!!'''''!'!'!'''''''' ... " 2QOOoFwith ±20 accuracy and virtually no thermal gradient.

Magnetic Pield Technology generates heat by using hysteresis
losses that result from stressing ferromagnetic and paramagnetic
parts under a fluctuating magnetic field. Unlike conventional fur-
nace and induction healing. which rely on thermal conductivity,
hysteresis losses spread rapidly and evenly througii the entire com-
ponent, thereby avoiding skin effects and surface overheating.

SPIRAL BEVEL GEARS I

Pariker Industriies
can meet your
needs. Our carbide

hobs am generally
produced to AGMA

Glass AA. quality, and we
can supply the even higher

quality Parker AAA, wi,th complete cel1,jfjca~
tlon, if requested. We not only supply carbide
hobs but carbide shaper cutters and master gears
for special applications. Cost per gear produced is
key. We quote In one or two days and a few hours
not unusual. -

~ ~,a ..~. ~.~ fNDUSTRlES~~ r-I~~'-': INC.
1650 Sycamore Avenue, Bohemia, NY 111716

516-567-1000· Fax: 516-567-1355
YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR GEAR CUTTING TOOLS AND GAGES
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CURDWORTHACQU'lRE·S SYK'ES IN U.K.
W. E. Sykes, specialist ill the design and manufacture of gear

generating machines, has been purchased by Curdworth
Engineering (UK) Ltd. As of December. ]997. control of the manu-
facture. supply and sales of the Sykes line of machines, service and
spare parts, passed to Curdworth's control, Curdworth win now
offer a range of gear hobbing and shaping machines in addition [0 iI'S
other products.

IMACS,TEEL® ADDS, 1WO PILANTS
Macsteel has recently added Nitro-Steel in Pleasant Prairie.

Wl, and the Heat Treating Division in Huntington, IN, to its
operaticns. The NitroSteel Division offers carbon and alloy
steel bars and tubes surface hardened by the Nitrotec process,
which gives the final product arich •.ebonized finish that is an
alternative to hard chrome plating. The Heat Treating Division
is a state-of-the-art induction hea.ting facility specializing in bar
and tube heat treating,

VALENITE iNORTHI A.MER~CA ISO 9OO11RECERTIFilED
ValenHe Inc .• a major supplier of cutting tools, has announced

that all eight of iI'Smanufacturing sites and its six sales offices in
North America have been ISO-9OOI.recertified. Valenite offers a
complete line of standard and special indexable insert turning.
boring, milling and drilling products. ],t also manufactures cutting
fluids. carbide we and wear parts. high-speed steel cutting tools,
special high-production tooling and electronic gaging systems.

FEINTOOL 'QS-9OOD ANDI rso 9002 'CERTIFIED
Feintool. New York, Inc .• contract maker of fineblanked parts,

has received QS-9000 and ISO 9002 eertification ..Feintool cus-
tom-engineered tooling and triple-action presses create complex
precision parts in "one hit," enabling special shapes and excep-
tional tolerances at production economies. Automotive parts
account for approximately 35% of the White Plains, New York
plant's production. Other key users of fineblanked precision parts
are the computer, office machinery and electronics industries. 0
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3500 Be - Man Invents the wheel and says "it IS good"
2500 Be - Man invents the splme and says "it is good"
2499 Be - Man invents the splme gage and says "il'lI do Ihe trick"
Man has been using the same spline gage ever since. That is. unlll
FHE.NCO redesigned-Ihe gage for rnodam man. The Frenco indicating
spline gage produces vanable data on exact Pitch Diamel.er while -
Simultaneously checklngl "GO" condillon . This SPC ,compatable gage
also quickly checks taper; ovallty and other lime consuming inspec~lons.
Available for internal. externaf, straight or llllvolul'e spline configurations.
letusshow ~ 14665 Lisbon Road
you a. system { . . \ Brookfield. WI 53005
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Nashville, Tennesee

There's onl,y one place to g:o if you're buying 'gear,ingequipment, prod-
ucts, supplies, or serrvices.-G!E_AIREXPO 99-the ,only iinternationall
trade show devoted exclusiv,ely to the gear Industry.

At GEAR EXPO 991 you can:

G IExperience the 'cutting edge in gearling technotogy.
'G Meet exhibi.tors from all segments of the gear industry.
,$0, See state-of-the-an 'equipment demonstrations.

'GEAR IEXPO 99-.311 ,of your '9,earing needs IUNDEIR ONE IROOFI

, THE W'ORL'D OF 'GiEA!RING
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• GearNet'" server automatically
shares data for SPC, remote
analysis and archiving ..

• Simple, familiar interlace ideal for
manufacturing oeH operators.

• Unmatched software selection,
including bevel gear machine
correction package ..

• P·entium® based technology.
• Complete tr'.tinilngand applications

support with every system.

3500 Series CNCGear
Manufacturing Process, Control
Systems offier fun four-axis flexibility and
unsurpassed accuracy ..Certification to
.OOlmm traceable to NISI and probe

resolution to .00002mm ..You get
greater productivity, too, with up
to 2.0% faster throughput and
capacities to 95" in diameter:

2001 Series Systems provide aU the
performance and durability of the larger
systems, but in a compact size that's
perfect for high production parts up, to
10."in diameter .

Fromrour single
source fo.r computerii:zed
anallyti!calandf1unctional
gaging syste'ms
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IGRS~2Double-Flank 'Gear Roner
Syst.em combines proven performance
with easy-to-use PC companble software
to make in pectionaooorateand simple.
Total composite, tooth-tn-tooth and
ronout tests determine if parts coalorm
to specification. Computer analYsis lets
users specify AGMAor DIN standards,

th -8 detennine the class of gear
achieved,

•-
••

Dimensions Over Pins 'Gage measures
actual tooth thickness at the pitch
diameter. Aunique constant-pressure
gaging head assures rep arability and
accuracy over the full range of the gaging
systeHl-whil,e greaier throughput allows
you to Inspect more
part and reduce
production costs,

Other M&M Precision Systems
inspection products:
• Master Gears
• Spline Gages
.' Variable SpUn lndicators
.,Fixture Gages
• Arbors

Free brochure Call9,371S,S9-8273
or fax 9371859-4452.
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,SYSTEMS'
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Relationship Between Wear
and Pitting Phenomena

in Wortn Gears
Michel Octrue

b) Distribution of
Sliding Velocil1

Fig. I - Pbysitlll parameters' dlstribution along li!1esof centaet i!!Onem:ingwear phe-
nomena, in worm gears (Gear Ratio: J/Jl).

IX: mQ(or.25 II;W

Eddy Current Brake:
30 kW at 3000 rpm

I WOrn! Ge.!r'Ti:lIl: a = 125 ~11l
u = 1/40

Fig..,2 - Worm geal' lest ..i.g.
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Introdu.ction
Worm gears display unique behavior of ur-

faces because of the presence of wear phenomena
in addition to contact pressure phenomena.

Physical Phenomena. In worm gears 'the con-
tact between the two surfaces of the teeth, the
worm threads and the worm wheel teeih, evolves
aloeg lines of contact with a sliding velocity
induced by 'the translation to !he worm threads
and the rotation of the worm wheel and the rota-
tion of the worm. Thl last element provide .the
major component of sliding phenomena,

Consequently, unlike the case with cylindrical
gears, it is diflficuh to separatethe usual effects
caused by contact pressure, which stresses the
subsurface of leeth,and the wear effect caused
by ilii important liding pi'le.nomenon which
stres es only the surface of the teeth.

Stale 0/ Calculaliorl Me.tl.ods. Calculation
methods or tandard (Refs. 2-3, u ed for worm
gears define two main criteria for rating: contact
pressure or wear and. tooth bending. Comparison
of these cnteria gives, in general, a torque limita-
tion caused by pressure or wear.

The complexity of the geometry of worm
gears has led to the estabhshment of empirical
rating methods.

More recently, the use of computer has
allowed a more theoretical approach" taking into
acoount ph)' ical phenomena ueh as contact
pressure ,andelastohydrodynamic lubrication
induced in worm gear meshes. The e methods are
clas ified a analytical

Nevertheless, the wear phenomena inherem in
worm gear are still too complex to be
approached by theory. This results in the different
conditions of Iiding velocity. radiu of curvature
and local stiffness encounrered .wong th line of
contact between a worm and a worm wheel (Fig.
I). This i. why it is necessary to characterize
wear phenomena quantitatively according to
experimental. results and observations,



Experim otal.Approach
For the last 12 years, CETlM has performed

everal endurance tests on worm gears. The. -
tests were 0:1' long durauen in order 1.0 reach a sig-
nificant nurnber of cycles of meshing on worm
wheel teeth and to give pertinent data on the
behavior of '1oo1i1. urfaces.

o reach this goal. CETIM designed and devel-
oped threete t rig to test worm gear reducers.

Test Rig • De cription. ch te trig consists
of a variable- peed, DC motor that drives the
wonn of the reducer to be te ted witb a torque
meter. The WOIll1 wh el of the reducer is connect-
ed to an increaser that drive an eddy current
brake used to appl,y the load. The brake is et up'
in balance in erder to measure theapptied torque
,(Fig. 2).

Each. te trig i monitored, and the following
parameters are measured continu usly:

• Rotational peed of the worm,
'. Torque on the ,inpllt haft of the worm
• Applied torque on the output,

'. Oil temperature in the sump.
• Oil temperature near the more heavily loaded

worm bearing,
,.'The in tanraneou ,wear of 'the worm gear.
The lubrication systems ef worm gear redu -

ers are composed of 11 pump, a heat exchanger
cooled by water and Ii tank, for oil. A water circu-
lation bypass is u ed for temperature regulation
of oil.

The configuration of me wonn gear reducer is
suchthat the worm i above th wonn wheel. The
oil inlet i above the worm near the more heavily
loaded worm bearing and th outlet i at the bot-
tom of the housing.

Worm Gear Data. Each te 1 rig eorre ponds
to a wormgear reducer.

Testing Proe
A~stmbling: The hou mg i cleaned, and the

contactpattem of '!he WORn gear is ttacked with a
soft blue dye slightly on the leaving side of the
worm wheel and adjusted accordlngly,

Rlmning in: The lubricant ystem is fIlled with
new oil. and the wonn gear reducer i run at its
nominal speed with a load increasing as follow :

First hour: 10% of nominaJi torque
Two hours: 25% of nominal torque
Fifty hours: 50% of nominal torque

Th n the oil is changed,me initial tooth backlash
j measured in four position of the worm wheel
and the contact pattemis ch ked.

Testing: The torque is fixed at the test value,
and each 300 h urs the lest rig is Lopped. A am-
pJe of oiWi taken for analysis ju tafter topping
the test rig. The 'temperature of the WOIm gear
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reducer is deerea ed to ambient temperature. The
level of oil is decreased so the worm wheel te th
are no longer in contact. The backlash is mea-
. ured in four position on me warm wheel, and
the contact pattern i checked. The oil level is re-
e tablished, and the test rigi started again with a
progre ive loading in order I.e stabilize the tem-
perature.

Evaluation of Wear on Wonn, Wheel,
Wear is determined by two direct measure-

ments:
• A continuou measurement made II ing two

optical encoders linked on each shaft of the worm
and WOIll1 wheel and connected to a peci IC

board that calculate th variation of the relative
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Table' I - Cbaracterislifcsof Worm. Gear Test Rigs

A B
Nominal Input Power
Nominal of InPl!t Velocity
Maximum Input Power
MinIMax Input Velocity
Max Output Torque

[kWj
[rpm]
(1e:W]
[!pm)
[daN.m]

5.5
1500
15

1600
3000

18
1500
37

1500
2500

31
1500
64

1500
2000

Table II - Geometrical Data of Worm Gears

Center Distance [mm]
Gear Ratio Jj = lllz2
Axial Module [mm]
Lead Angle [0]
Normal Pressure Angle [°1
Worm. Profile
Worm Wheel Face Width [mm]
External Diameter o!Wonn Wheel [mm]

:
! A B C

125 125 ! 125
1/40 3/31 5/24
4,95 6..:15 8,36

5.4375 2L1369 40.2~592
21.81 20,65 2S

A A A
45 45 45

220 220 220

Table lli- Materials and Lubricant

Worm Material
WonnWheel
Lubricant

Case-Hardened Steel
BrolUewitbl2% of tin and x% of nickel

Synthetic Oil: PoJyglycol
Shell TIVELA A-ISO CSI at 40°C

Duration of Tests in Hours

90 r-~~~~----w,-··ear_F_o_r_R_aU_'O_[_/4O -;L --. II.
__ . "," [600 rpm

- C, = 137SNm
80

~
8
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70
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--0' _ ", = 1600 rpm
- C, .. 1250Nm

60

50

40
! __ .. _. "," 900 rpm

C,= I700Nm
30

20
_ .... _ "," 1600rpm

C,= 1200 Nm

Fig, 4 - Evolution of wear for ratio 1140 In {unction of number of hours.
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c

position of the worm for a defined space of the

worm wheel teeth.

• A second measurement with the evaluation
of backlash is made in four position of the wonn
wheel at each stop of the test rig.

The last. method takes into account the fact
that the wear is not always. a uniform phenome-

non distributed on all worm wheel teeth. A mean
value is deduced from the four mea urements,
(Note: In litis article, the wear phenomena are dis-
cussed on the mean values.)

An indirect measurement of wear can also be

obtained by the evaluation of the number of cop-

per particles contained in the oil This is obtained
by the parts per million evaluated by oil analysis.

A comparison of these three methods is given
in f:ig. 3.

Results of Wear Measurement
Figs, 4-7 represent the evolution of wear

interpreted as an increase of backlash. Only the
variations of backlash are represented. Each

curve corresponds to a. specific worbng condition

in termaof speed of'the worm 11) and torque
applied on the worm wheel C2•

For a 1140 ratio, two graphs are plotted, one in
functions of the duration of test; the second in
functi.olilS of the number of cycles applied on the
worm gear teeth (Figs. 4-5),

The representation in functions of the number
of cycles gives a better coherence between the
different working conditions. This is true for all
ratios.

The observations of these curves show that
for all loading conditions, a period of meshing
exists during which no wear appears, It corre-

sponds to the time it Ides for the surfaces to
adapt. Then the increase of backlash begins and
evolves continuously.

This evolution is not really linear except for the

5/24 ratio; more often it evolves like stairs, and
after the initiation oftbe phenomenon, there are

periods of greater or lesser stability separated by
periods during which wear evolves continuously.

Comparison With Predicted Results
The comparisons are done according to DIN

3996 standards. This standard proposes a calcula-
tion method to predict the evolution of backlash
as a function of the duration of working.

These calculations have been done for each
worm gear and for two working conditions (Figs .
8-10), (In these figures, the first number between
brackets, repre ent the rotational speed of the
worm in rpm and the second, the applied torque
onthe worm wheel in mN.) Thefirst observation

is that the wear prediction in DIN 3996 is a linear
function. The sensitivity of DIN 3996 is the same



Interpretanon of Phenomena
The first step of the process is linked to con-

tact pressureand the induced cold working in the
sublayer of surface where tile maximum shear
tress generally appears. Cracks are growing up

under the surface near a depth close to 0.8 times

the semi-width of contact. This depth is between

0.3 and 0.5 nun.
Cracks propagate more or less quickly toward

the surface of the flanks as a function of the con-
tact pressure level and the distribution of radius
of curvature. When cracks have reached the sur-
face, scales are removed, leaving small holes.

The transmitted load is redistributed on the part
ofthe flank surface which is not scaled yet, and a

new contact pressure distribution is established.
This phenomenon evolves continuously up to the
sub urface: Cracks have developed and reached

the surface. An equivalent wear phenomenon on Fig. 8 - Prediction of wear by om 1996 for ratio 1140lioruotioo of number of ,cycles.
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as for the experimemal observations: If the torque
increases, the wear increases, From the point of
view of amplitude, theoretical predictions of wear
and experimental, results are not correlated: DIN
3996 predicts more wear for the ratio I140 than
for the ratio 5/24. The experiment's observations
show the contrary result.

Observations & Predictions
In order to ,explain the e differences, qualita-

tive observations of the evolution of flanks during

working were made, The following pictures pre-
sent the evolution of the same tooth flank: during
the testing process,

Figs. 11-21 representthe behavior of the sur-
face of the worm wheel:

.•Figs, 11-14 for U40 ratio during 7900 hours.

• Figs. 15-19 for .3/3] ratio during 8000 hours.

• Figs. 20-21 for 5/24 ratio during 1460 hours.
These figures show the progressive process of

wear and pitting phenomena, These two physical

types of flank deterioration are merged together.
The theoretical contact pressure distributions.

determined with the analytic.al.calculation
method developed at CETIM (Ref, 5), are repre-

sented in Figs. 22-24.
lfthere is a uniform contact pressure distribu-

tion, as in the case of one-start worms, the propa-

gation of cracks is low; otherwise the propagation

is more localized near the ltigh pressure of con-
tact induced by low radius of curvature,

In all cases, it can be observed that the local-

ization of the maximum of the theoretical predic-
tion of the contact pressure distribution is well
correlated with the zones where cracks appear.

Consequently. in worm gears, the contact pres-
sure distribution is not uniform along the lines of

contact.
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, ! teeth is produced becau e material is removed, but
I
I l!he physical basi here i contact pressure.

TIle intensity 0:1' this phenomenon is direclly
linked to the radius curvature di tribution of the
worm gear. If this distribution is regular, as in

one-start worm gears, the equivalent wear phe-
nomenon will propagate slowly, and the resulting

level of wear will be low.
When the pre ure di tribution is not regular,

as in the case of 3- or 5-start wonn gears. the
,equivalent wear phenomenon grows quickly. and
the resulting wear [eve] is high. This is ob erved

in Figs. 5-7. In these cases, the heterogeneity of
the worm wheel material, can produce a 11011,-

homogeneity of tooth-to-tooth wear, !.hereby

inducing pitch errors durmg working. These pitch

error can create intemal dynamic effects caused
by the bad load haring between teeth, increasing

the propagation of the equivalent wear phenome-

non and, sometimes, the production of chocks
during meshing.

A New Approach
hi order to have abetter prediction of worm

gear life, it is nece ary 'to have an approach
based on the observed behavior of worm wheel
flanks during working.

Our observations, described above, have
shown that pressure contact phenomena are the
basis of this kind of prediction. This implies the
need to have a good knowledge of how the worm
wheel i. affected by contact pre sure fatigue. To

answer to this first question, CETIM has devel-

oped experimental investigations to determine
S-N curves for several bronzes on roller-di k
machines (Ref. 6).

In another way CETIM ha developed an ana-
lytical method to determine contact pressure dis-
tribution, taking into account geometry (radius of
curvature),kinemalics (sliding velocity) and elas-
ti.city (gear tooth tiffness).

By coupling S-N curves with contactpre sure
distribution calculations, i.t is possible to predict
the zones of looth flanks on which scales will
appear.

Then the calculation of removed surfaces can
be made, and a new contact pressure distribution
can be established. Taking into account the cumu-
lative damages with S-N curves, the Life of each

point of flank surface can bepredicted as the
quantity of removed material and the equivalent
wear phenomena.

This calculation has to be done iteratively: The
contact pressure distribution is adjusted at each
step, taking into account the leaving surface on
worm wheel flanks. The urface strongly tressed

i then removed. laking into account the contact



Fig. 13 - Wonn, gear 1/4.0:II', = 1600 rpm; e,,= 13'74Nm Ifig. 17 - Worm gearJlU: PI, '" 1.mo rpm; e, '" 7SO'Nm
oner 686J hours, aller 40'32hours,

fig. 14- Worm:gear 1140:", '" m600 rpm; C,= 1374 Nm ! !FIg. 1:8- Worm gear 3131: ", = 1400 rpm; e, = 750 Nm
uftcr 7898 hours, I aner 5292 hnurs,

lFig. IS - WOrn! gl!or JlJI: II, = 1400 rpm; C, = 750 Nm Fig. 19 - Worm gear 3131:n, '" 1400 rpm: e, '"750 Nm
aner 735 heurs, afI.er 8OtJ3 hours.

lFig.16 - Worm gear 3131: II, := 1400 rpm: ,e, ::750 Nm ! fig. 20 - Worm ge r S/24: II, ., 11200rpm,; C, = 800 Nm
LRu 330Z hours, II after U13 hears,
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Fig. U - Worm gear 5/24: II, '" llOO rpm; C, = 800 Nm after 1.463hours,

Fig..22 - Pressure distribution on worm wheel :Ilank for worm gear 1/40.

Fig. 23 - Pressure dislrlJ:ndion on worm wheel flank for worm gear 3r.M! •.

lFig.24 - Pre. sure distribution on wo:nn wheel t:Ia.nl!: roll' worm 'gear 5124 •
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pressure S-N C1HVethe material, A new leaving
surface an the worm wheel. flanks is determined
for the next step of the calculation.

Conc1usions
Experimental results pre ented in this paper,

based an more than 50,000 hours of tests on real
wonn gear sets, provide a basis to evaluate wear
phenomena.

It has been clearly established that analysis of
the percentage of capper in the lubricating ail
provide a good clue to the wear rate of worm
gears. We also learned that:

• Wear phenomena are not a continuous effect
starting as soon as the worm gear is running, A
period of incubation i.s necessary during which
contact pre ure phenomena initiate cracks
through the ubsurface of the tooth flanks. When
these cracks reach the surface, scaling appears,
and all equivalent wear phenomenon appears,
which reflects a balanee between weakness of
material near the surface and redistribution of
transmitted load on the surface,

• The econd observation is that for worm
gears, thecontact pressure distribution is never
constant an tooth flanks. The pro.posed analytica!
approach correlates well with ebservanons.

The complexity of these fatigue surface phe-
nomena have led us to. propose a new approach in
order to be able to predict surface durability of
worm gears. It will be based Gil contact pressure. 0
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_------------INEWTEICHNOILOGV--------------
Dry Cutting of Bevel
and Hypoid Gears

Introduction
High-speed machining

Iring carbide has been used
for some decades for milling
and turni.ng operation . The
intermittent character of the
gear euulng process has
delayed the use o.r carbide
tools in gear manufacturing.
Carbide was found at first 10

be too brittle for interrupted
cutting actions. In the mean-
time, however. a number of
different carbide grade. were
developed. Th first uecess-
ful studies in carbide hob-
bing of eyllndncal gears
were completed during the
mid-80s, but still did not
lead to a breakthrough in m
u e of carbide CUlling tools
for gear production. Since
the carbide was quite cxpcn-
ive and ihe [001 life was too
hort, a TiN-coaled, high-
peed reel hob wa more

economical than an uncoated
carbide hob.

It is now k.nown thai the
coating is a key factor in the
use of carbide tools. The
coating lowers the friction
between the chip, and blade
front face, and itprotects the
porous surface of the car-
bide. Heat and friction cause
chemical reactions between
the ehip nnd the carbide
binder material and "wash
out" the carbide grains on
the cutting front face. This
cause a crater-hke weal' pal-
tern. The combination of fine
grain carbide with the well-

Dr. Hermann J. StadHeld

known TiN coating is suffi-
cient for skiving operations
and lead 10 rea enable tool
Life(Ref. l).

Improvements in carbide
grades and sinlering process-
e ,in combination with new
coating methods and the use
of CNC machines, has ledto
a ignificant new trend in the
way cyllndrical gears are
produced: High-speed hob-
bing u iog coated carbide
tools without coolant.
Provided that proce s para-
meters are set optimally,
exnemely short cutting limes
can be achieved with long
too! life and high pan accu-
racy. Process development in
bevel gear cutting al 0 bene-
fit from the carbide and
coating developments.

The Gleason results in
carbide cutting with coolant
are the product of ubstantial
re earch work. Besides dra-
malicany reduced cutting
times of about 50%, im-
proved surface finish and
gear geometry quality are
realized in comparison [0

conventional production with
high-speed steel. Thi s is
largely due to 'the high stiff-
ness and good dynamic
behavior of tb.ePhoenix"
machines used for (he cutting
studies. The Gleason
POWER-CUTTING .....
process, a opposed to the
carbide rough-cuning meth-
od discussed by other
machine tool manufacturers

at the present time, is, a fin-
ishing process which is suit-
able for later hen-time lap-
ping or grinding. AGMA
Class 12 and 13 gear quality
was achieved in all develop-
ment studies.

Be"e~ Gear Dry Cutti-ng
After successful investiga-

tions of the high-speed CW'-

bide cuuing proces with
coolant (Ref. 2), the next log-
ical step was 1'0 follow the
general trend and proceed
with the proce development
of a bevel gear dry cutting
rnethed. It was found thai
nearly all geometrical and
technological parameters of
the carbide wet cutting
method also could be applied
[Q bevel gear dry euumg, The
surface culling speed of the
newly introduced method is
1000 ft/rnin.: lhal is. four
tittles the value of convert-
tional cutting. The culling

tional cutting in the conunu-
ous face hobbing method and
plunge cutting in the single-
index face milling casco
Cutting feed rates of 70~ of
conventionally applied rates
were round to be optimal as a
result of the investigations.

Since the index speed of
the single-index face milliing
cycle is the same for both
POWER-DRY -CUTTING'"
and conventional cuui ng
methods, cycle time reduction

Fig,. 1 - Vi-·w linlll!fa Wllrk In"I1- •
PDOlnll1 mlChine Iduring CDIIUnUDUI'
Indu P·,owlr·Dlry·CuHing j'qDl"lr '01
Iplungingl d,eplh).
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Fig, 3,- 'Chips Irom dTl' cutting; plunging Dnlhe left, roughing in cenler, finishing 10
the light

IFig. 5 - Blade w!lar paHern after cut-
ting D120111ioOIg,salS.

of 30 to 40~ is po sible in
the case of face milling. In
the continuous-index. face
hobbing case, the indexing
speed is proportional to the
cutter rpm, which reduces
the cutting times by 75%.
This and other advantages
show the enormous econom-
ic potentia] of this method,
especially if it is applied to
40 GE .. R TECHNOLOGY

the continuous indexing face
hobbing process.

Fig. I gives an impression
of the high surface speed and
the high chip removal rate of
the Gleason process. About a
quarter of the plunging cycle
has already been completed.
The thin oil film for rust pro-
tection on the blank surface
does not cause a noticeable
smoke development at the
beginning of the cycle.

Fig. 2 shows the end of
the plunging cycle. The illus-
trated gear is a face-bobbed
ring gear with 45 teeth and a
module of 5.9 rnm, The com-
plete cutting time was 1 ..5
min. (as opposed to 6.5 min.
for conventional cutting).

The carbide stick blades
were TiCN coated. The pro-
jected tool life corresponds
to three times that of high-
speed steel tools. Even high-
er tool life times are expected
in the future.

Fig. 3 shows chips from a
ring gear, which was cut in
the course of the parameter
studies, The feed rate used to
generate the chips was 0.005
inlblade. The lrighest temper-
atures of the chips in Fig. 3
were around the tempering
temperature. Only parts of
the chips turned blue. The
chips to the len in Fig ..3 were
created during the beginning
of the plunging cycle; they
are small and thick and have
been cut by the tips of the
blades. The chips in the cen-

ter of Fig. 3 originate from
the roughing portion of the
cycle; they are wide and U-
shaped and were generated
simultaneously from the cut-
tingedge, tile blade lip and
the clearance side of the
blade. The chips to the right
in the figure are wide and
thin; they were cut primarily
by the cutting edge of the
blades near the end of the
plunging cycle. At this time,
the blades were completely
engaged with the workpiece
in the tooth profile direction.

The long and wide cut
engagement between the
blade and the work in case of
bevel gear cutting prevents
the generation of microchips.
This is the reason why, in
contrast to cylindriea] gear
bobbing, no chip welding in
the root area occurs. The
temperature of the work-
pieces amounted to 47°F
above room temperature, The
temperature of the cuner head
stabilized at 90°F ([ 2OF
above room temperature).

A cost comparison to
evaluate the economic viabil-
ity of this meth.od is based on
the following factors:

• Cost of carbide blade
sticks (four times price
of HSS)

• Sharpening of carbide
blades (last about three
times longer than HSS)

• Coating of carbide
blades (only once nec-
essary for HSS)

• Building of blades in
cutter head (1.5 times
longer than HSS)

• Tool life of carbide
(1.5 to 3 times that of
HSS)

• Manufacturing time =
machine occupation
(20 to 30% that of HSS)

The cost of the carbide
and the coating is more than

compensated for by fewer
resharpenings, requalifica-
tions and so forth. In this
example, the total tool cost
per manufactured gear is
reduced by 28%.

Machines and Tools for
POWER.-DRY-CUT'1'TNG

To apply this method, it is
necessary to use Phoenix
bevel gear generators equip-
ped with special high speed
spindles. Cutter spindle
speeds up to WOO rpm can-
nor be realized with conven-
tional machines that have the
traditional cradle design. The
complicated gear train iII a
conventional machine (with
play between each gear set)
cannot produce smooth coor-
dinated motions and maintain
stable temperatures at high
cutting speeds. The six-axis,
bee-form Phoenix. machine,
however, bas the cutting
spindle motor mounted
directly to the same vertical
slide that houses the curter
spindle. Complicated cou-
plings and mechanisms are
then not required to transmit
power to a tilted cutter head,
as on cradle style machines.
The new method can be
applied to single-index face
milling or continuous-index
facehobbing and .is.always a
completing operation.

To set up the cutting
machine for the dry cutting
process, a chip guiding chan-
nel was developed that takes
advantage of the kinetic ener-
gy and the aerodynamic
shape of the chips to remove
them out ofthe work: zone. In
spite of cylindrical cutting,
the chips fly tangentially to
the cutter in the direction of
the back guard, where they
get removed into a chip con-
tainer using a Venturi sy tern.
Except for two pressure air
nozzles, no energy is applied
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'. Maintenance free totally enclosed system ensures
trouble free operation.

• Wor'lcpiece clamping for:
Grinding Sharpening Turning
Mining Inspection Balancing Fixmring

,. Standard hardness: 52-54 HRC.

'. Mul,Hple workpiece clamping.
HydraulIc Arbor \Vlth and lV/thOUI gear.

_ We o'-'-er lTI'o'rE! •••
H!ldr:a,ulic Exp',an's;on A,rbors

.' Available in steel
or plastic .

•'Expansi,on rates up to
I% of the diameter.

• Manual & automatic
actuation.

• Custom designs
available to fit your
requirements.
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!Modell GiH~O'·9'.5
Economy Gear Hobber

$29 .•995,
.20"Diameter

9.'~' Face

M'ode'l GS·10-2;5,tNe
Gear Shaper
$159,995,
10" ,Diameter
2.5" iFace

Model G,H13·9 :PC
Heavy Duty

Gear Hobber
$1.25.295

13" !Diameter
W",Face
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F,ig,.6 - ·Power·D",·ClIltlng results from a I,pacing mellliUnlment.

a 10' 15

ITIIaII .... 1

21 (m]

,fig, .J - Relalionship between blade we r, surflce speed and ,cutting 'length {p.r-
lillll'y acconiinglb F. K1oc.kll•.Rst. 3l.
to remove the chips and
maintain a perfectly clean
machine interior, This chip
removal and the oil-free cut-
ting process make for an
environmentally andenery-
saving overall concept. Up to
80% of the process heat is
removed from the machine
together with. the chips wi.lli-
out any heat transfer to the
machine elements,

As a dry cutting option.
the Phoenix machine has no
oil tank and no chiller unit
for cutting oil, as weU as [10

chip conveyor. This results
in a 30% reduced floor space
and a very compact appear-
ance of the machine tool.
Fig .. 4 shows a photograph
of the Phoenix machine ..The
chip channel is visible in the
center, surrounding the com-
plete work area of cutter
head and workpiece. The
front part of the channel can

allows a convenientchange
of the cutter head.

The tools for dry machin-
ing are RSR® or TRI-AC®
cutter heads. Solid carbide
stick blades were used to
conduct the cutting trials
reported! in this article. This
simplifies the manufacturing
of the blades and allow for
the highest possible number
of resharpenings. The carbide
blades are resharpened on the
Gleason 300 CG cutter!
grindlng. machine with a dia-
mond-coated grinding wheel.
Fig ..5 shows photographs of
"healthy" appearing blade
wear after cutting 2m ring
gears with dry cutting .. The
side relief wear land of
0.006" width leads to' the
conclusion that cutting of at
least 50 more gears would
have been possible.

The carbide grade with

easily swing aside and meter studies was Sandvik
the best result in the para-
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H WF. with fine grain, struc-
ture. The blades must be
coated at least on the front
face. In the reported investi-
gations, a TiALN coating
had been applied to the
blades with a PVD method.
The side relief angle was 6°
(common value also used
with high-speed steel). The
ide rake angle was ground

to a positive value of 10",
which is about half the
common value of a high-
speed steel blade. The hook
angle results from the tilled
slots in the cutter head and
therefore was a positive
value of L2°.

The presented results of
high-speed dry cutting were
conducted in !he continuous
face hobbing and the single-
index face milling method.
The primary target of this
new method is the manufac-
turing of both pinions and
ring gears. Significant eco-
nomic advantages exist for
the high-speed cutting of
Fonnate® ring gears. Due to
the higher number of teeth,
the cutting time avings is in
general greater for the gear
than for the pinion member.
Be ides, raeeltminatton of
the roll motion guarantees
optimali and constant cutting
conditions during the entire
cutting cycle. The continuous
change of the effective or
dynamic blade angles always
requires a compromise when
generating Eli pinion. In spite
of the smaller potential to
reduce machining time and
these additinnal complies-
'Lions, parameter studies for
POWER-DRY-CITITJNO of
pinions are conducted par-
allelto the development of
the ring gear cutting, since
the gear manufacturing of
the future shows a trend
'toward dry manufacturing,

especially for small and
medium-sized jobs.

Summary
The Gleason Works pre-

sents initial development
results ofa new dry cutting
method for bevel. and
hypoid gears. An enormous
potential will be available if
the promising results of the
laboratory investigations
can be applied to daily man-
ufacturing practice. Fig. 6
contains the graphical
results of a tooth spacing
measurement. Surface fin-
ish, tooth spacing and flank
form correspond to a gear
quality of AGMA Class 12.

An interesting compari-
son of the tool life potential
can be een in the diagram in
Fig. 7. Th.e tool life graphs
for dry cutting of cylindrical
gears, the tool life results of
bevel wet cutting and expec-
tations of the new process
are compared in one dia-
gram (Ref. 3). The definition
of the tool IHe (cutting
length) in metric units is
defined as the length of
material. cut by one blade
until a certain wear land
occurs. The abscissa of the
diagram in Fig. 7 shows the
cutting length and the wear
land width shown along the
ordinate (Rd. 3).

The comparison of the
bevel gear cutting graph in
Fig. 6 with the cylindrical
hobbing graph shows that
today's results with Gleason
wet cutting already have
higher cutting lengths than
the previous cutting results
with cylindrical dry hob-
bing. 201 parts with 45 teeth
and a face width of 45 mm
results to 37 m, using an
eleven-start cutter. With
1000 ftlmin cutting surface
speed and feed rate and
511000 inJblade,the project-

Greal:Talwlll Gear Ull
US IBendingwood Circle' T&.ylo:l'l,SC Z9687
Tel:864·l22-1~' Fax:864·~52S8
E·ma it:, GreatT.aiwanGear@worldnelllltnet

AJF,ORDA!B,LE, IPRICE •. ,
QUAliTY ••• AVAJ,LAB;rUTV • , ,

GREAT' 'TAJWANI GEAR DELIVERS
GiEARI MAIN'UFACTUREIRS FROiM TAIWAN
Sllur, helical, worm, bevel, and helringbone g8al&,
Fine to coarse' pitch gears. Geaf head and geal reducer.
Plastic, silltering'. nonferrous, alloy and stainless ste&t
Skiving and grinding. Skive and crown hobbing after heat treat

IHol:Iand Shaving Cutter from Lu~en Precision, Co'.,Ltd.
,Hob,: DIN AA DINA. TiN, TiCN Coating Shlving Cllnen:
Dia.1..25'-IO' Max. length S' 2.5-32DP Max. Dia. Hl"' 6-'28 DP

ed jool me of .POWER-
DRY-CUITING falls in the
gray underlayed area.

The successful worldpre-
mier of this method at the
International Machine Tool
Show (~MTS) in 1996 in
Chicago was the result of
development over more than
two years, which subsequent-
ly led to (he described
method. The dry process ver-
sion was introduced to the
technical community at the
1997 lEMO Machine Tool
Show in Hannover, Ger-
many. In addition to the dra-
marie reduction of cutting
time. an advantage ill surface
finisbed gear quality is
obtained ill comparlson to
cutting with conventional.
high-speed steel tools. This
was possible to a large
extent because of the high
stiffness and optimal dynam-
ic behavior of the Phoenix
machines. 0
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Pfa.ut'er.-!Maag CuttinglJools, UP.

Hobs & Form Relieved Cutters:
Common Sharpening Problems

Fig. l shows the effects of positive
and negative rake on finished gear teeth.
Incorrect positive rake (A) increase the
depth and decrease the pressure angle
on the hob tooth. The resulting gear tooth
is thick at. the top and thln at the bottom.
Incorrect negative rake (B) decreases the
depthand increases the pressure angle.
This results in a cutting drag and makes
the gear tooth thin al. the top and thick at
the bottom

In order to maintain correcr rooth
form, hob and formed cutters mil t be
resharpened with correct flute alignment.
(Fig. 2). Straight flutes should be sharp.
ened parallel with the workaxis andileli·
c~ gashes should be sharpened with the
correct lead. Gears cut by a hob with a
flute lead error will not have the correct
involute form. The teeth are unsymmetri-
cal, each side of the teeth having a dif-
ferent pressure angle. The teeth. are said
to be "leaning" orhave "cross bearing.'

If the hob or cutler i not mounted
true on the arbor. runout will result, and
unequal amounts of stock win be ground
from the face of the teeth. Therefore,
before sharpening and after the hob has
been mounted on the machine, always
check the hobs forrunout, Runout pro-
duces errors and causes unsymmetrical
profiles in the cut gear. Three fonns of
runout are hOWD in Fig. 3,.

Runout can result from either a dirty
and/or burred center. loose fit on the
arbor or a sprung arbor. It could also be
caused by machine misaJigJlll1eot,!l worn
index plate or pawls. a glazed wheel or
improper finishing procedures.

Hobs sharpened with unequally
paced flutes have high and low teeth.

which win produce unequal generating
flats OJ] the gear tooth as indicated in Fig.

Radial' Cutting Face
Befora_Sh'rpe~utting Edge

l Sha!ipsning hob with nag aliY9 rake will result
in I change of PAllong the cutting .edg•.

corr.ctGel~Tooth ,Form . .

·Resul!ing G. Bar . ... . .' .
Tooth Form

A - p.!!m!YI Rl:.rI

Sharpening Error:
Cutting face ground with
n~g.tive rake when it
should be ndlJI.

Approx. Changa in PA lor hch Degree of Drag.

14.5"hob - l' drag ~ 0'4' change in PA.
20' hob - l' drlf =,1)"5'·cl1anga in I':A.

B-INagalivl' Rlh

I

She r:pemng Error.
CU1lin~ faca ground with hook
when II should be rad,al.

Radial Cuning face
Before Sha rp'aning

-....... hc=__ ~C!!ningEdg'

1/_~~_El.- LShl!iplninG 'hob with hook willrelult In a
changa of PA along the cutting !doe.

Correct GRj}ef ...
Tooth Form

Resuibngl 'Gear .. '. !
Tooth Form .

Sharpened With
Negative ·Rake.

Approx. Change in PA for Each Degrea of Drag.

14.5' hob - 1" hook = 1)".' chenge in 'I'll
2!1" hob - 1· hook = 0'5' changa in I'A.

Hob Teeth Are Backed Off
Alongi Correct leadl

Resulting Gear 1001/1 Form

Correct Gear Tooth Form

IFig, 2 - Effect of hob nlJtelead error. Since Ihe hob is I reducing: ,cylinder, incorrect. nul. lead ruhal'p'
,ening desboysthall ntegrily·of the Ihob ,cylinll·er end to ,end',typically causing clllllg8s.,in wo.rk.lIi8Ce li~.,
.as the' hob lis shiftedlcr'Dss its length,
4. Hi.gh teeth (B) will. produce low flats
or hollows; low teeth (A) will cause high
spots or bumps ..

Fig. 5 shows gear tooth tonns pro-
duced wi.th correctly sharpened bobs and
re ulting teeth when errorsare introduced
into the sharpening of the same bobs.

Pfauter-Maa.g
Cutting Tools .•LP.,
LoVI'S Park • .II.., is a leading !Mn·
ufacturer of CUlling tools for gear
ma1l.ufacru.ri.ng.
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Table I - Common Sharpelling Problems
, IProblem

Worn Index
I,

Cause
Worn index plate or latch.······· .•.........•.•.•.••
Loose index plate .•• •••• •.•• ·•·· .. ····· ......•..••.
Centers Iwor,k ~oldingl misaliSned.······· .•...•...•.

COR.dlon, __ ~ 1
:Replace worn item.
lighten retaining: nut
Align centers,

Incorrect
Radial
Position
and Rake
Offset

Diamond positioned incorrectly.· •.••••••. .••.•••. ... Reposition dlarnnnd,
Dull diamond,······································ Turn orreplaoe diemond.
Incorrect wheel position," •••••• •.............. .••• Reposition wheel.
Excessive feed or wheel breakdown.···· ...•.••••••• I Reduce feed end dress wheel.
Work eccentric or loose on Brber.· .•..•••••. •.••. ... True between neutral centers on

proper sized erbor. Do not use shims.
Dirt on faces of collars and nut or in centers.········· Clsan feces end centers,
Faces of colter and nut not parallel. .. ···· ..... .••• ••• Grind faces parallal.
Worn indeK plete or latch... ...••...•..•.....•.••..•. Replace worn ltem,
Loose index plata- ... ····:··:······················· lighten retaining nut
Centers (work holding) mlsBi!gned.······· .•. •••• •••• Align centers. -

I:urvedlor
Stepped Flute

Incomplete wheal dressing······ ••••..........•....

Wneel net properly lowered intn lIute.············ .•.
'Excessive feed or wheel 'brnkdown,······ .•••••••••
Wheel head swivelled incorrectiy,·· ........•••••••••

Dress wheel and be sure diamond
traverses entire, cons fan.
lower wheal.
Red uea feed a nd dress wheel.
Set wheel head at proper helix angle,

Accuracvof
'Flute Straight
or Helical

lncorract Lesd Tangen~ bar s~t incorrectly Dr no! clamped ... · .... ... Reset and clamp,
Wheel sings. .... .... ....• .•••••••••••••••••••••.• Dress with sharp diamond or faster traverse,
ExceSSIve table 5peed.···· •.•.••••.•..........••.... Reduce speed.
Work eccentric or loose on atbor.····· True between neutral centers on proper

sized arbor. Do not use shims.
Dirt on faces of collars and nut or In centers ... ···•••• Clean laces and centers.
Faces 01 colfar and nut not p8r8I1el..•••·••·· ....••. "'1 Gr.;". d.·laces.paral1ef.
Worn index plate or latch,··························· Replace worn item.
Loose index plate ... ••······ •............. ··········lliQhllln retaining nul
Centers [work holdingl mis.aligned.··········· ......• Abgn canters.

, Index Errors TenSion correctiy.
Reduce feed and dress wheel.
Dress with sharp diamond. one pass onlv·
Change feed cam setting.
True between neutral centers on proper
sized arbor, Do not use shims.
Clean laces and centers.
'Grind faces parallel.

Work arbor incorrectly tensIOned between centers."
Excessiva feed or wheel breakdown.· ••.••••••••••••
Wheel "slnqs." .• ~..••..•.•.•••••...••.•••..•••..... -

I

Fe. eding at S8rnB flute...8ach.re.voIUtion .......•..••..••
Wor,k eccentric or loose on arbor, ••••..............•

Dirt on faces 01' collars and nut or in centers.·········
Face of collar and nut. nOI.parallel. .. ·········•··•••••

Bumed hath Improper coolant action.···························· Increase flow. redirect flow or change
to different coolant

Glazed wheel.·················-···················· Turn or replace diamond.
Excessive feed.···················--··············· Reduce fud,
Insufficient table speed.·· •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Increase speed.
Sparking cut too long ... ··· .•..•..•••.•...•••• •••••• Reduce number of revolutions of sparkout

Rough finish , ore.S.S.in.gto...o r.8aPid. IV.•.•.•••••••••••••••••••• ··········1 Dresswh ..e8.I.mo.re.s.IOw.. IVWheel is too soft.·· ••••••• •••• ••• •••••••• ••• Use harder wheel.
I Excessive feed or wheel breakdown.· .•.. .••.•••..•. Reduce 'feed and dress wheel.
Excessi~e rable speed ·· ..•..... .•...• Reduce table speed.

Spacing
Between
Adjacent
Flutes

Spacing
Between
Non·Adjacent
Flutes

.0IJ4(I

.0045
.0050
.0050

Accuracy of Autes,
Streight Ind Helical

---- - -

Table III -- EHect 01 Sharpeninq Spacmg Errors'
12"C• .,Cln ....

i-;Scch-ar-"p-len""Cin.llError 0.0. Runout
.0005 ,000'00
.00015 .000'59
.CXl10 .000213
JXlI25 .OOOWl
.0015 .000319
.00175 .000372
.1)020 .1JOO.425
.{1:l225 ,000478
.0025 .000531
.00275 .000585
.0030 .000638
.00325 ,00069'
.0035 .C00744
.00375 .000797 I
.0040 .000850

14 lW,..·__ +-__~20;;.·""__ t-"'.;251i.-·. .-+_~30~'~---r
,000027 .000039 .000049 ,000061
.000041 .000058 .00001. .000092
.000055 .000078 .000099 .000123
.000069 .000Il98 .000125 .000155
.1IOOIJ.B2' ,DOOm .000149 .0001S4
.000096 .000135 .000173 .000215
.000110 .000155 .0001!J8 .000245
,000124 .1100174 .000223 ,000216
,000137 .000193 .000248 ,000301
.000151 .000213 .000273 .000338
.000165 .000232 .00021l8 .0003S8
.000179' .000252 .000322 .0003991
.000192 1000271 .000347 .000430
.000200 ,000290 .ooo:m .000460
.000220 ,000309 .000396 .000490
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~.
.000106--
.000159
.000213
JlOOWl
.000319
.000312
.000425,
.000418
.000531
.000585
.0000JlI
.000691
.000744
.C00791
.000850

"Pfauter·Maag Cutting,Tools Standards

.. 12' is 8 common clearance 'for unground hob s. Ground
hobs are normally manufacMed with S'to '0' cam clearance;
threfore,!he am ount 01error lor correspondingpressura
aJ1gles,will be te •• than.hown above. -

The above' table can also be used 10 determine the
pressure angle .change due to :radiallace error at 8 given depth .
PA Error = ;!Radial Face IErrorlx [Tan PAl x [Tan 00 Cam Clnrancal



_------------GiEARlfUNDA!MENTA!lS!--------------
True radial or rake faces, parallel gash-

es or correct lead and precision indexing
are controlled by positive mechanical or

CNC means on modem hob sharpening
machines. This method is recommended
as the Oldy effective means of pos:itively
duplicating the accuracy required on pre-

cision cutting tool . Freehand barpening
should be avoided at all times, as it not

only produces poor and inaccurate results,

but al 0 reduces tool life. 0

t:r:J:J' .-4\:':- .4\'':''
I'VVfN~~l-s....-.~....&....TOj!th~.s: - ... T~bth~. . '-.' .. ., ~L --

, . Runout.- V nays Eff~cts ot
Hob Teem Are G.~r of Rotabon RUDOIit on Gear
A.mnged and Backed Tooth Form
OlliFrom This c81lt8!

A- U!Il'-1I!!MI!I 0_ &lir. H" I

~or~jl~t:thi:=;;zo~~n,w-TWW
. . .~ TOoth.~ TOQt/I. . .. 7 ~ .10

I

.'
-- ",' - "

, The'Pr8SsuTe Anglt Changes. ... Various Effacts of
i Contmuouslv As The Hob Is Rotated. R.unollt on Gllr
: B - R_ On I)M Sid·. Id Hob 'Daly Tooth Form

I ~~L5L5~
dl~tfSO'

Tha, Pressure Angle W
Changes Goll!inuously VIl~DUS EfteclS 0·' R.unollt on
As Tho Hob Is Rotated. Gear Toath Form I

Il - 8I1n"lII: On 'bell, Sid., ",. Hohllll' Aport

Fig" 3 - Theffec' of tl\ree types 01'runoulon tha,
habbad Iprofile.

IResulting
IGearToot/l
Form When
SpIcing Is
Too Gr,eM

Specing Is
Too Small.

Un~qual Tooth
HOlgnt Duo To
Incorrect
Sh.al'paning

Fig. 4 -The effect of accumulated flut81spa.cingl
BRor on profilu\

AIW Systems Co,announces that it is now a
manufacturLngl source 01 spiral gear roughing
and: finishing cutters and bodles,

We also, can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters of 5" through 12"
at present

AlW can also supply roughing: and finishing
cutters, hardware and: replacement parts for
mast 5"-12" diameter bodies,

Whether it's service or manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternative' source for replace-
ment parts and hardware as well as bodies
and cutlers.
You'll be, inf.or a pleasant surprise.

NEWI Straiight Bevell CuHers.

II

ErtOfS When Sharpemng !lobs and
Their Elleet On The Tooth Space'.

Acknowledgement: Thanks to Keith
Liston ofPfauter-Maag CllrtJ'ng Toolsfor
help with tile technical ediling of this
article.

Tell U. What YouThink •..
If you found this artieIe of interest and/or
useful, please circle 215.

For more information about PI• ....,.
M••• CuttIng To., pleBSecircle 211.

Fig. 5 - The eflect ot hob res,herpeningl eno.1'S,on
tha, Ibobbed tooth Iprolilo relative ID the basic rack
profile ,lit the hob. CIRCLE 103

Royal Oak. Michigan 48067
Tel; (246) 544·3852· Fax: (248), 544-3922'
I II I I
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• TG350E eNG Thread Grinding
MachineI.Advanced Thread M'lling Centres

• Complete Tool Prof e Management
Advanced Measurement Syste

• Tool Design Software
• Conturo-Automatic DebU'rring

centre
• Sub··Contract Rotor and Worm

Gear Manufacturing FaciUty

HOLROYD HOLRO'YD - The Renold Centre of Excellence
CIRCLE 121 -

~N'AtDrf"U~
MfNIS01I!m1 iljlQi

IntI. Headquarters:Harbour lane North,
Milnrow, Rochdale Ol16 3lQ. England

Telephone: (44) 01706 526590
Telex: 635n2 Holryd G Fax: (44) 01706353350

•..
•

USA Office: RLH Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 807.3302 Hwy. 74 West Unit C, Monroe, NC 28111
Telephone: (704) 282-4895 Fax: (704) 289-9147



_------------IPRODUCfNEWS--------------We'lcome to our Product N'ews page. Herel wei featur,e' neW' producbi; of interesl to thel gear and gear Iproducts markets.
To get more information ,on these items, p'lease circle the Reader Service Num'ber 'shown.

GS25 1W linear gage sensor, which i
designed to measure dimension , thick-
me s, curvature, eccentri.city, displace-
ment, he.ighl. depth, flatness, variation,
runout, roundness. distostion, deflection
and position. It uses linear glass scale
technology, allowing the maintenance
of ,highJy consi tent accuracy through-
oUI the entire range of measurement.
The GS 251 W produce accurate :mea-
urement to 0.0004" throughout it I"

measuring range.
Cirde300

New CariJon/Soil Cleaning PrDcess
Kolene corp. has developed a low-

'temperature. environmeataljy friendly
cleaning process tor removing tough
soil from parts made of, teel, aluminum
and 'heat sensid ve alloy . Application
range from removing carbon. oils and
gasket material from engine component
to cleaning aluminum bearing housing. ,
The Kolenell No.6 Prece s consists ofa
compact immersion tank and propriela:ry
cleaning alts, Cleaning takes :p]ace al

approximately 600DF. The company
says that in most applications. oils can
be removed without heat distortion in
less than I S. minute .

C.in:le 301.

Handheld Ultra,sonic
Thickness Gages

Krautkramer Branson ha added a
new capability to its models DM4 and
DM4 DL ultrasonic thicknes gage.
With "through-coating" measurement,
the coating (paint) layer thickne IS
NOT in luded in the digital Ithickne
reading of the gage. Willt a ingle key-
stroke, the tbickness of the metal with-
out the coating can be read, eliminating
the need to remove coating before
measurement and then repainting.

On:le 301

IISO 9OOOIIMicrometer
Calibration Set

The LS. Starrett Company has intro-
dl.lced the enly complete I" and 25 mID

micrometer checking . eis available ~in
the industry that meet ISO 9000 require-
ments. The company say that the new
StarrettlWebber Gage Block. Sets are the
fastest and most convenient method
developed to meet the ISO '9000
recommendalions. The 1P Engli h Micro-
meter Checking Kits are available for
U.S. Federal Accuracy Grades 1 and 2.
The chromium carbide gage blocks in
llIe sets are accurate to seveml mil-
lionths or an inch.

Cin:le303

P,urtable' Hardness; Tester
EQUOT~P is a ponable melall,hard-

n s tester !hat provide a. comparable
degree of accuracy (+1- 0..5%) regard-
le of 'the position from which mea-
urements are made. This includes

l.Ipw.ard measurements, tests on concave
surfaces or where access is difficlllt.
The instrument can also test materials
with irregular or rough texture or rn te-
rials thai are extremely hard. Hardne
values can be printed out 011 a portable
printer or transferred at a later date from
th data memory 110 a computer.

QUOTIP meets ISO 900[ and now is
tandardized to ASTM A956-96.

Circle 304

IFirst-CAM for Wlndows™I
First-CAM makes it pas ible to pro-

gram your NClCNC machines more
quickly and easily. The programinclud s
NC~'ode generation. editing and storage
and direct PC-to-m~chine communica-
tion. It can beused to program mills,
EDMs, lathes and other machines, It fea-
lure_ DXF import/export. profile COD-
Iiouring and cutting with tock.
allowance. drill:ing pattern • full-feature
geometry creation, 1001 path/tangency
solutions, full-color graphics. a multi-
window NC-Code editor, speed/fe el, and
drill depth calculator, macros and more,

Circle 305
MA ...IJUN lUI 49



AGMA Creates I'SOII6335 Software
New software from the American

'Gear Manufacturers A ociation tame
the massive ISO 6336 Standard for rat-
ing external spur and helical gears.
Available for both DOS and W.indow ,
the new software can save gear engi-
neers hours of research and calculation
by allowing them to determine gear
capacity in accordance with 'the [SO
6336 standard quickly and accurately,

compare then- own designs and practice .
with the itntematiomd standard and
under rand their competitors' ratings.
The software addresse ISO 6336 Rating
Method B. the most comprehensive rat-
ing method and provide clear, logical
Windows screens that lead the user
through every neces ary step. For more
information contact AGMA 31 703-684-
0211 or bye-mail atagma@clark.net.

C.iJ1Clc306

_ ........... '.11"..
........... bId'P ... rto24· ell
R "11120" capiIi:Iy and 12 to50 hcJI;MpOwer.

Hor1. ontaI bed ww...
CNC~ frOm 23' to88" IWtnJI.

3S' to 314' center copoctly cn1 up m
147Hp. CNe en with 49 'I," table and

50 horIIpIMW.

............... noIoCIY.. Inc.
100 High Grove IouItMrd. Gl8ndale HelgntS IL 60139-2219

PhcIM: (IJOJ D4 8100• FIX: (630) 924-8879
126..'.
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,ZeissMul~i~PifObeCMM
The PRISMO MPS [multi-probe sys-

tem), 3 bridge-type coordinare measur-
ing macnine from Carl Zeiss IMT Corp.,
comes with three interchangeable Zeiss
probes-ST-ATC, RDS and VAST. In
addition, the PRISMO MPS is available
will'! the firsi. roughness measurement
probe offered ill this Zeiss series. The
multip.le probes allow users to make pre-
cise single-point. measurements, mea-
sure extremely complex geometries and
measure dimension, form and po ilion
in one setup. The roughness measure-
ment probe produces highly repeatable
results, In compari ons with a roughne s
standard, deviations of +1- 10% have
been obtained, which. according to the
company, is acceptable for production-
related measurement.

Oime307

Send your new prod'uct
releases tD:
Gea,feclJl1olD:9Y
1401Ilun1.Avenue'.
Elik. Grove Village'. III 60001'
11i1llCB41·437·661B,

Tell Us WII8t You Think...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful. please circle 217.

mailto:atagma@clark.net.


SUllVlrablBsiVie SC-y··s*ems tor ,G-e'a..r ,G·
cc rind; - c - d-·S.· .. -- 0-,,- p-=-,,"o,,, ,_____ . _ _II __ _ _"'_ ___ _ng ,an _peela , ra",es

SINGLE-SIDED PROF,ILE DISC DUAL LEAD DRESSER CBN FORM WHEEL

Precision OBN Form Wheels - 110and OD Diamond Dressing Equipment
IDiamondllDiscs - Single or Double Sided & Multi~Lead - Precision Spindles & AJ1bors
R.everse Plated Diamond Form Boilers - Iinfeed Mechanisms
Diamond Honing Tools ~ CNC Profile Syst,ems
Vitrified Bondi CBN Wheels - Off-Une Dressing Units

,Gusrsnteed IQuality '. Expert" Custom De Ign • Quick D IIv TV
546 Enterprise Drive" Royersford, PA 19468 Tel (610), 495-2850 Fax (610) 495~2865

CIRCLE 150

WI'
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,... A IBUYIERS GUIIDE TO EVIE!RYTHING YOU NIEED TO MANUFACTURE GEARS i

...,jTHE MACHINES, THE 'TOOUNG, 'TIHESERVICES ,AND MOlE?

,.. 'TH!E LATEST 'GEAR. IINDUS1lRV INE,WS,?

,. IINFO:RMAJI,ON ABOUT' PRO:FES'510NAL AND IRESEARCH 50CIE111E5?

,... THIE LATEST COURSES IFRO.M THE BES,T (i,EAR SCHOOLS?'

)to ANSWERS TO,YOUR TOUGH 'GEARI:N,GQUESTION?

www.geartechnology.com
C.. ECK. ....... U......

M ...V/JUN liU 5t

http://www.geartechnology.com


PRiECIS:IO:N
GROUIND-GiEARS

Niagara. Gear's new brochure on
precision ground spur, helical
and pump gears details com-
plete capabilities to meet
demanding, close tolerance
requirements, with the fast turn-
around typically associated with
conventional .gear manufacnrr-
ing. For a brochure, or for infor-
mation, contact Niagar.a 'Gea.r
COlpOration, 94] Military Road,
Buffalo, NY 14217. Phone; 716-
874-3131, Fax: 716-874-9003.
CIRCLE READER S~RV!ICEj1S7

BROA'CHIN:G
MACHINES & TOOILS

This sixteen-page brochure
covers National Broach's com-
plete line of Red Ring vertical,
pot, blind spline and surface
broach machines, along with
CNC broach sharpening sys-
tems. National Broach also
offers a comprehensive range of
broach tools, accessories and
services. For more information
and a. free brochure, contactshe
National Broach & Machine
Company at (810) 263-0100.

CIRCLE ,READER SER.VICEII:1S6
!52 GEAR TECHNO~OGY

HIGH~S!PEED SPINDtES
Spindle stiffness, accuracy and
tooling are critical ill machin-
ing. Have the spindle designed
for your application. Design
analysis to ensure maximum
life and precision. Patented
designs support our name:
"Rigidity at speed." Our 60
years of spindle manufacturing
give you world class results,
Colonial Tool Group, Inc,
Detroit, M]
313-965-8680
519-253-5911
'CIRCL'E READER SERVICE #1;69

AUSTEMPERINIG
IM,PROV,ES MAT,ERIAL

TOUIGHINESS
This intormatien-packed guide
to Ute Austempe:ring process, a
special heat treatment that
imparts high strength and tough-
ness to steels as well as ductile
and gray cast irons as a low cost
alternative to carburized steel.
Applied Precess, Inc.
Uvonia,M1
TEL: 134-464-20301
FAX: 734464~6314
emaiJ:jkeoug.h
@appliedprocess.com
CIRCLE IREADER SERVICE '168

BROACHES &
SPLINE. RACK.S

CNC manufacturing and innov-
ative designs ensure the highest
quality broach tools and spline
rolling racks consistently and
on time!' We customize all our
tools to your application,
Complete in-house heat treat-
menl. allows ultimate control,
Turnkey machine setups/
broaches/spline rolling racks
and precision machine spindles.
HELICAL BROACHES TOOl

CIRCLE READER SERVICE #170'

HOLROYDI MACH.INES
Holroyd is the world leader ill
the production of the most com-
prehensive range of machines
to produce profiles on screw
compressor rotors for every
application, ensuring produc-
tion of first class quality com-
ponentsat competitive prices.

Phone: (44)1106-526590,
Fax: (44)1706·353350
email: info@ho1r~yd:com
website:
http://www.holroyd.com

CIRCLE. READER :SERVICE .153

IRZ362A GRINDER
The RZ362A concept using the
shift grinding principal couples
the highe t productivity with pre-
cision grinding of gear teeth. The
RZ362A is not just a machine
tool but a. whole application of
ideas guaranteeing the highest
process stability, lowest perish-
able costs per piece and the short-
est possible process idle time.
For more inform.a.l[on. oontact:
Reishauer Corporanen
Phone: 847-888-3828
Fax: 847·888.0-343

CIRCLE READER SERVICE 1I:1i66

--
G'EAR MACH!INERY

IlIINiES
The products of Sigma Pool, a
worldwide innovative gear tech-
nology resource, are de cribed in
a full-color 8-page brochure.
Basic machine specifications are
offered in an informative, easy
reference format. Included are
CNC hobbing, shaping, spiral
bevel gear grinding machines,
testers, slla.ving and inspection
machines.
For more information •.conlact
Liebherr Gear Technology
Comp.aoy at 734429-7.225.
'CIRCl,E REA:DER SERV1CE '1.55

mailto:@appliedprocess.com
http://www.holroyd.com


GEAR IHONlNG MACHINES
-Direct honing after hobbing
and heat treating.

Hard Broaching Machines
-Removal of heat treat distortion
from plines, keyways, or inter-
nal diameters.
IDi c'nllDressingl Devien
-Dres iog of rack profiles into'
gear grinding worm wheels.

Diamond Tooling
-Gears, profilin wheels, broacbes.

For more information:
Phone:414-255~95
Fax: 41,4-255-9676

'CIRCI.E READER' SERVICE 1152

COLD-FORMIIIN:G
S'PI.IINIE,ROLLING RAC'KS
TIle best tool lire gives you low-
est co t per piece. Colonial Too~
Group WIle.has been manufactur-
ing cold-fonning racks for over
30 years. Our library allows II

to de ign and build your tool.
righl !he first time. The complete
manufacturing process is done
in~hollse" including engineering
and heat treat.
Colonia) Tool 'Gmup Inc.
Detroit, Ml
(3]3) 965- 680
FIIJt:(5~9') 253- 911

CIRCLE IREADEFI SERVICE _171

IINDUCTION IF,IXTURES
The LR-PAK data sheet de-
scribes induction lift rotate fix-
ture, useful for heat treating
pans, such as nansmissicn O.D.
races, tD. cams, hub. spindles,
,'V joints and gears., LR-PAKs
,are completely assembled and
interconnected,

I\jax M--'I,gn thenni" Corp".
1145 Overt nd Avenu ,.
Wa:rren. OU 4448.2
800·547-1527
Fax: 330-372.8608

CIRCLE IREADER SER.V1CE .144

DOUBLE IF:LANK IGEAR;
ROLL TESTERS

New color brochure offers,
description and pecifications
. r Mahr OF] Series gear mea-
suremenr ill eumenis and
WinGea!"'. Windows~-based.
Lest and evaluation oftware.
System provide automatic,
push-button measurements and
test anaIysL to DIN .. ISO and
AGMA standard, Mabr
Corpornoon. ] 1435 Williamson,
Rd.: Clncinnatl, OH 45241.
Phone: 1.-800-969-1331. FIIJt:
513-489-2020,

CIRCLE F[~A.DEFI SERV,ICE.l54

HOW TO ESTAiUSH
A PRESENCE ON
THE GEAR INDUSTRY
HOME PAG£III

HIYDIR_AUIlJICICHUC:KS
Schunk. Inc. has expanded it Lock
of hydraulic ehue' to include
more CAT taper chucks, HSK
chucks, Grinding chucks. New
Flange-Mounted chucks, piu a
greater election of reduction
sleeves, Schunk hydroullc chucks
:provide a TOUlIlndicaled Run-oul
(,fIR) value less than .00301111and
are guaranteed for one year.
Custom de igns are available.
Schunk line,
MorrisvjJ1 • NC
(800)7714865
CIRCLE READER SERVICE 1158

CYBERSPACE IS, ICAlliNG
A Company P,age in TIle Gear
lnduslry Home Pagl: Internet
Buyc_ Guide lets you sell y ur
prodUCIS, or service to gear
indusuy CEOs, engineers and
managers around the world. This
is the best Internet deal around.
Call 847-437-6604l for a fREE
brochure or send e-mail to
peop/e@geanedlnology.cam.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE 1275

Tell the world where to find it
with a WEBFINDER AD in the

July/August 1998 issue.

Call Patdeal Fla - al
(8 7) 437·660. " r s.

M,..,VIJUIH lUI 53
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GEAR TOOTH
GRINDI,NG SE,RVICES

- -- - - --- --- ------

SERVICE
---- -

PFAUTER~MAAG
CUTfING TOOLS

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

PFAUTER-MAAG CUTI1NG TOOLS
1351 Wind or Road. P.O. Boll.2950

Loves Park. rL61132-29S0
Phone (815) 877-8900
Fax (815) 877-0264

'CIRCLE 125

HOB SHARPENING
SERVICE

Star Cutter CO'.

• THIN IFILM COATINGS
West: Branch Industries

Subsidiary of Star Cl:Itter Co.
2083 W. 1M-55, West IBranch, IMI48661

l-BB8·Besharg • 1-668-737·4277

PhDne: ,(5111 345-2865 • FAX: (5171345-5660

CIRCliE 134

GEA!R TOOTIH GRINDING
Spur • Helicall

• Heniing~one' (with 'groovel
Capacity up to 63" 0,0, .•

1 D.P" 16" face

ASMA, Certific·ation Inspection

Delive" to Meet Your Requirements

Midwest Gear COlJl.
2182 IE.Aurora Rd.

Twinsburg, OHI44087
Phone 33O~42S-44191
IFax 33Q..42S-8600

Direct vour iinquirlies to,
Ron H'umphrey.IGenera'l Manager

Rates-c-Line Classified: $35 per line. B lines per inch. 270 minimum. Classified Display (3" rnin.):

lX-$620, .3X--$57S. 6X-$545. Additio!l!!lper inch: lX-S211l. 3X-$200, 6X-$I90. Gear

Technology will set type 10 advertiser's layout or design a classified d at no extra charge, Payment:

full payment must accompany classified ad . Send check or Visa/MasterCardfAmen.can Express

number and expiration dale to Gear Technology, .P.O.BOl!: 1426, Elk Grove VIllage. [L 60009.

Agene Commlsslon; No agency commission on classified ads. Materials Deadline: Ads must be

received by the 10th of the month. two months prior 'to publication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves

the righl roaccept or reject classified adverti ernents et his, discretion,
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CIRCLE. 130

H:OB SHARPIEN:ING
(6,12) 425-15,2,47

HSS & Carbide up to 5" Dia.,
Straight Gash,

Sharpened & Inspected
IP',erAGMA STANDARDS

,auick Turnaround

_aJIlIIG __

IKOR.O SHARP,ENINGS~ERVIC'E
95301· 85TH AVENUE NO.- MlAPLE I

GROVE, MIN 55369

CIRCII.E.141

'. Cost effective gear tooth grinding
speclallsts

• GS'81rmanufacturers are our only
customers,

• Prototype' and production quantities
• Capacity to 21.S-IIP.D., 3.5 O.IP.
• A-'ble to match delivery to' your

requirements
• A'll service to AGMA standerds with

Certified Gear Iinspection Equipment

PRO-GEAR, COMPANY. INC.
23IDick Road Depew,.INY 14043

Phone (716) 684-38111
Fax (7161 684-7717

CIRCLE 133

AtUED' G:EARCOMPANY
kugildutm 00

~t 106tA_~Ilf!_4n'~t~_

Spur and helical gears to 80' 0.[1.
Bevel o,ears to 3S" O.ID.and I 1/21lP.
Internal 'gears to 36' P.O.and 3:OP.
Worm gears til 48' O.O.Bnd 2 DP.
:Sprockets to 80i 10.0. and 2 112" pitch.
Spline shafts, to 120' long.
Crown shaving; to 24' 0.0 ..
:Geartooth ,grinding to 24" IO.lD.and .2[I.P'
Thread grinding to 14' 0.0. and 40" long.
Intemalandl extemal cvlindrical grinding.

IC'aUforeur brochure
IPhone 773·287-8742 • IFax 713·281'·.17201

IChicago, It.

CIRCLE. 159'



SERVICE
- ---

GR \PIIU' \L GE \I( HESH;"

• Generated Gears
• Tools and Tool Paths
" Non-Generated Gears
• Involute Spline .Racks
• In pection Calculations
• Animated Meshing
.' Form Calculations
• ..DXF File Output

~, GearSb. lOP.•,fqrV Windows™
Because you asked for it!
800-437 ..2368

CIRCLE 122

AXIOON Teehnolegies, Inc.
Innovative Drivetrain Solutions Through

Advanced Gear Technology

Combining best practices in analytical
gear desiJrtl with HI range of proprietary
technologies. Axi.con iis uniquely able to
satisry even the most chaDengin,g drive-
kain peri'QrmaJlce and/or '(lost ,ol:ljecliv~
Capabilities include:

• Analytical gear design and analysi
• A rigorous. systems-oriented approach

to drivetrain problem-solving
• Cu tom engineered gears and

parallel-shaft gearboxes
• Gear and drivetrain testing In

250 HP(drive)1350 HP(load)
• Rapid gear prototyping

AJUCON Tecllnologies. Inc.
2857 anksvill Road!, PIIUburgb., PI\, ISlm6
(412J531-7S00(TEU·· (4U)53W·'7035(FAX)

CIRCLE 165

GfTYOUI
OWN"

THf GUY DOWN THf HALL
WAm HIS (OrY Of

GfAl TtOlNOl"YDA<ll
FU.LOUTTHE

CARD BETWEEN
PAGES 24 125

AND

HELP WANTED

Matu!y M!!ri!!c, .1Ud ell ~ 'tNI,. ~ I!:.!!!b'. in !I!!!fig) ~ !!alb !!!l i!divid!!!!I wilt! a B.s, ~ !!!J:I,
III :Ieast .5yeats'p maChining m cquiwlml. gcQ!' I1IIIIllIfacIurg ~. Rcqul!t:d SItilb includ13 spir!!I!!!d::~,===~~~~~=~~==IIlI!DIIp1lCIlf SPC, :1r:S!.IIb arimalim.1IId cIIlaiYe ~

~ iJxh.dc p:o:::ess ~1I!ld ~ ~ ~'IMIuatioo.capi1al.pan..
nir1g.cquiptmll ,scIoction andinslaIlalioo, B!Id cqW!JI1CII! rnainJmaDc:e.

Direct questions ,and selld resumes to: MIke Fr;ydJ:yk·MD, Diftd.or or HIIIIW1 RcsollnltS, OolboaAl
Manul'ICturing, MemIl')' Marine, W6250' RolletJ' Road, Fondl duLae, WI 54936-1939: tm.l1l:
mlbJbdryk@mmmarinuan Anoqual DJlPCI1I.U1.iIy m1JIoycr mtId'v.

WE'RIE HIRINIGJiliN A W1NN1NG TEAM WHERE PEOPUE
ARESHAP,ING TO.MORROWS fUTURE JUDAY11

SUNDSl'RAND' ,M.ROSPACE. a leading supplier ,of
technology based aerospace components and
systems, has an immediate opening for 8 person
W110 has a dssite to,work in a Self.llir,ected Work
'!!1m Environment

GEAR MACHINIST
,·Gear Shaping and liIobbing
• Reisllauer and Kap]! Gear Grinding
• 'B roaching

Minimum Three Years Experience Required.

EXCELLENT BENmrS PACKAGE INCtuDING
HEALTH AND ILlFE INSURA_NCE.VII/CATION, 401K
WHH COMPANY MATCH, HOLIDAYS, PENSION,
WEllNESS CENTER AND 100% EDUCA"IDNAl
REIMBURSEMENT.
I nwrested candidates C B n obtain an 8 pplication
which must be completed w1tl1 detailed ,salary his-
tory. Subm·it completed B pplic ation a nd resume
by June 3(),1998 to: I",

SUNDSTRAND
.AEROSPACB---

2AICI We:s11011l Avenull. D11I\I8F, &0'111221
Old 0'· $I II' in![!!lril' c!!111 Dur lI!!!in GuardlOffice
.81 303-428-2800' forpplic8liDn. Ani Affirm live
Action. Eq!!!!1 Opportu--'1ily Emplorer;

Glar Machinl RlPlilllllrl -
Experienced troubleshooter for mechsnlcal
and hvdraulic repairs. Knowledg.eol eleClri-
cal svstems desirable. No travel
Sal81 'Coordinator/Auociatll Trainllll -
We need an ambitious self-starter with
some famlliaritv with gear machines.
their looling and accessories 1.0 fill this job.
Plenty of room for advancement

Friendlv work environment at our conve-
nient northwest suburban Chicago location.
Profit sharing, health insurance,"

Cadillac MaehiMry Co, Inc.
1401 !.uRIAVllnue
Elk Grova, II. 60007
Fax va ur resume 10

lilIililiiMllill 847-437-6618.

HEAT TREATING

Contour Induction
Hardening Splecialiists

Spur, beliealand bevel gears
lOur g.ear hardening equipment
includes 3 NAICO submer'oed
process machines and 4 AJIAX.
eNe-controlled gear scanning
machines. We can tooll to meet
any production need. Call for a
company brochure,

AJlI.B.rican M'eta'l1ireating Company
1043 East 62ndiStreet
Cileveland,. OH 44103

(2161431-449'2
IFax: 12161431-11508,
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AIDD'ENDUM ..

Sake thatthought ahead, and invented
the brake. - Howard Nemerav

Thoughts For Gear Technologists
---

Gear Tectmoioqy': birnonthlv aberration - gear trivia, humor, weirdness and oddments for the edification and
amusement of our readers Contributions are welcome. I

--- ---

verynew and then. it strikes us
as wise to keep our thoughts to
ourselves and let our betters
speak for us. Therefore, we pre-

sent to you a collection of observations
on work, science and. other items of
interest to gear engineers.

The opinions expressed are those of
!he peoplecited, not the Addendum team,
although a number of them appear on var-
.lOUS bulletin boards around the office.

On Work
It is impossible to enjoy idling thor-
oughly unles one has plenty of work to
do. - Jerome K. Jerome

If you have great talents, industry will
improve them: If you have but moderate
abilities, industry will supply their defi-
ciency. - Joshua Reynolds

I have long been of the opinion that if
work were such a spleadid thing, the
rich would have kept more of it
themselves. - Bruce Grocott

That state is a state of slavery in which
a mall does what he likes to do in his
spare time and in his working time that
which is required of him. - Eric Gill

The test of a vocation is the love of the
drudgery it involves. - Logan. Pearsall
Smith
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A man who has no office to go to-I
don't care who he is-is a trial of which
YOII can have no conception. - George
Bernard Shaw

It is wonderful, when a calculation is
made, how little the mind is actually
employed in the discharge of any pro-
fession. - Samuel Johnson

Work is love made visible. If you cannot
work with love, but only with distaste. it
is better that you should leave your
work and sit at the gate of the temple
and beg alms of those who work with
joy. - Kahlil Gibran

On Engineer:ing & Science
Let no one enter who does not know
geometry. -Inscription on Plato's door,
probably at the Academy of Athens.

Praise without end the go-ahead zeal
Of whoever it was invented the wheel;
But never a word for the poor soul's

God made the integers. AU else is the
work of man. - Leopoln Kronecker

Someone told me that each equation I
included in the book would halve the
sales, - Stephen Hawking on A Brief
History of Time.

There are no such things as applied sci-
ences, only applications of science. -
Louis Pasteur

On Working With Others
Never explain-your friends do not
need it, and your enemies will not
believe you anyway. - Elbert Hubbard

The world is divided into people who do
things and people who get the credit.
Try, if you can, to belong to the first
class. There's far less competition. -
Dwight Morrow

People who could not tell a lathe from a
lawn mover and. have never carried the
responsibilities of management never
tire of telling management off tor it
alleged inefficiency. - Keith Joseph

And finally, an Addendum AU-
Purpose Solution of Last Resort for
awkward situations . . .

. . .. there are few situations in life that
cannot be honorably settled, and with-
out loss of time, either by Silicide, a bag
of gold, or by thrusting a despised
antagonist over the edge of a precipice
upon a dark night. - Ernest Bramah 0
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KRPP Sales and Service

Problem Solver~

AI KAPpmllLES, we standi behindl levery pmd'uct we make,.

lOur ,company philosophy is to ~ecog/ilize the va'lue of fair and

ethical pr.actices" and ~o create~ longi-t'erm professiDnal!

IrelatiDnships.. Our success, is driven by excellenl service and

constant ,dialogue with OUT customers. TIllis dialogue leads tlOI

'continuous development and ollg,oing techllical research for

new Iproduction processes,.

At lOur U.s. faGility, located ill Bould'e,r.,. CO" you win find 'Qualifliedl

Ipartners trained to ,respond Quickly and lefficientl:y' tOi an issues

related toKAPP or NILES 'gear and fonn-grinding machines,

premium Quality KAPP CBN IGrindingl Wheels. and grindlngl

technology.

In addition, Kapp' Sales & Service maintains a large inventory of

s:pare psrts and has a staff IOf highly Q,ualified service'

techlticians to pmv.ide aid as Q,uicldy as possib'le.

Join Ihe successful companies we suppIII1 and ,allow us to use

our abilities for you, Ihis investment will provide you and your

company a future of innovation and leadillg edge techllol'og,y.

• ,Solution
28701Wilderne,ss, Place Bould'ef', Co'iorad'o USA, Tel: (303:) 9'38-9737 F,ax:: 1(303) 447-11'31

hlt!p:llw-ww.lkapp ..us,a.c:om
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